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Symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases are gapped phases of matter that cannot be deformed to a trivial
phase without breaking the symmetry or closing the bulk gap. Here, we introduce a new notion of a topological
obstruction that is not captured by bulk energy gap closings in periodic boundary conditions. More specifically,
we say two bulk Hamiltonians belong to distinct boundary obstructed topological ‘phases’ (BOTPs) if they
can be deformed to each other on a system with periodic boundaries, but cannot be deformed to each other
for symmetric open boundaries without closing the gap at at least one high symmetry region on the surface.
BOTPs are not topological phases of matter in the standard sense since they are adiabatically deformable to
each other on a torus but, similar to SPTs, they are associated with boundary signatures in open systems such
as surface states or fractional corner or hinge charges. We show that the double-mirror quadrupole model of
[Science, 357(6346), 2018] is a prototypical example of such phases, and present a detailed analysis of several
aspects of boundary obstructions in this model. In addition, we introduce several three-dimensional models
having boundary obstructions, which are characterized either by surface states or fractional corner or hinge
charges. We also provide a general framework to study boundary obstructions in free-fermion systems in terms
of Wannier band representations (WBR), an extension of the recently-developed band representation formalism
to Wannier bands. WBRs capture the notion of topological obstructions in the Wannier bands which can then be
used to study topological obstructions in the boundary spectrum by means of the correspondence between the
Wannier and boundary spectra. This establishes a form of bulk-boundary correspondence for BOTPs by relating
the bulk band representation to the boundary topology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A symmetry protected topological (SPT) phase is a gapped
phase of matter that cannot be adiabatically deformed to a triv-
ial phase without breaking the symmetry or closing the bulk
energy gap [1–8]. For free fermion systems with internal sym-
metries, a complete understanding of SPTs was achieved in
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2the pioneering work of Refs. [4, 9–11]. In any given sym-
metry class and dimension (d), an SPT hosts anomalous gap-
less (d−1)-dimensional surface states whose existence is tied
to the non-trivial bulk topology. This connection between
bulk and boundary topological properties is known as a bulk-
boundary correspondence.
For spatial or crystalline symmetries, the relationship be-
tween bulk and boundary topological signatures can be more
subtle. On one hand, there are topological crystalline phases,
such as mirror Chern insulators [12, 13], that exhibit a con-
ventional bulk-boundary correspondence signaled by the ap-
pearance of 2D gapless surface states on any mirror invari-
ant surface plane. On the other hand, less traditional types
of surface states, known as higher-order surface states [14–
24], which have a lower dimensionality, e.g., states confined
to corners or hinges of the sample, are also possible in sys-
tems with crystalline symmetry. Even in the absence of any
mid-gap surface (or higher-order boundary) states, additional
signatures such as fractional charge at corners [25] or defects
[14, 26–28] can be used to distinguish different SPTs. Further-
more, there are some bulk SPTs protected by crystalline sym-
metries that are not associated with surface states or boundary
fractional charges at all. For instance, two atomic insulators
corresponding to filling the same Wyckoff positions, but with
orbitals that transform differently under site symmetries, can-
not be smoothly deformed to each other, but they cannot be
distinguished by surface states or corner charges either. Thus,
for SPTs protected by crystalline symmetries, bulk topolog-
ical distinctions do not always imply boundary signatures in
the form of gapless states or fractional charges at the bound-
ary.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the reverse ques-
tion. Rather than asking whether the distinction between two
bulk SPTs can be captured by a boundary signature, we ask
whether two systems which exhibit different boundary signa-
tures, e.g., low-energy modes or fractional charges, necessar-
ily correspond to topologically distinct systems in the bulk.
There is an obvious counter-example to this statement corre-
sponding to the case where non-trivial SPTs are placed on the
boundary of a trivial bulk. For example, one can imagine glu-
ing 2D layers on the surface of a 3D trivial insulator. If these
layers are gapless in their two-dimensional bulk, then the 3D
system will have surface states. If the layers are 2D topo-
logical insulators instead, then the system will exhibit gapless
hinge modes. However, these boundary signatures are not as-
sociated with a bulk property. Some of these phases fall un-
der the category of “extrinsic higher-order” phases which are
sensitive to surface terminations[22, 24]. However, after ex-
cluding these cases, it is unclear if it is possible to find topo-
logically protected boundary modes that can be created or de-
stroyed simply by tuning parameters of the bulk Hamiltonian,
but without closing the bulk gap.
One of the first examples of this phenomenon is provided
by the quadrupole model of Ref. 15. This is a 2D model with
gapped bulk and edges that hosts quantized fractional charge
at the corners. Two symmetry variants of the model were con-
sidered: one with fourfold rotation symmetry C4 which sat-
isfies C44 = −1, and the other with two anticommuting mir-
ror symmetries. In the former case, the quadrupole phase is
a topological phase in the standard sense: it is an obstructed
atomic limit [29] separated from the trivial atomic limit by a
bulk gap-closing phase transition. However, in the latter case,
the quadrupole phase is not a topological phase in the stan-
dard sense since the value of the quadrupole moment can be
changed without closing the bulk gap (in periodic boundary
conditions). The topology in this model is captured by a more
subtle distinction contained in the spectrum of the Wilson loop
operators (Wannier spectrum), or in the entanglement spec-
trum, rather than the bulk energy spectrum. This was argued
to imply that the two phases of the model are separated by
an edge (rather than a bulk) phase transition when considered
with open boundary conditions [15, 16]. Indeed, since both
the gaps in the bulk and on the edge protect the quantized cor-
ner charge, one can imagine the corner charge delocalizing
along the edges and changing values if the edge gap closes.
Despite the number of subsequent works that have stud-
ied several aspects of the quadrupole model and its gener-
alizations, the subtle topological distinction captured by the
double-mirror quadrupole insulator (DMQI) has ramifications
that have been mostly overlooked. In particular, several ques-
tions regarding the nature of topological distinctions that are
not captured by a bulk phase transition remain unanswered.
These include: (i) how can one, in general, define a topologi-
cal distinction that does not involve a gap closing phase tran-
sition in the bulk? (ii) are there other examples of models in
two or three dimensions that exhibit similar phenomenology?
(iii) under what conditions does an obstruction in connecting
two Wannier spectra indicate a gap-closing transition at the
boundary?, and (iv) how is this related to boundary signatures,
e.g., fractional corner charge, or boundary states, in a general
setting?
In this work, we answer these questions by introducing the
concept of boundary obstructed topological phases (BOTPs)
that captures distinctions between Hamiltonians that can be
adiabatically connected with periodic boundary conditions,
but cannot be connected for symmetric surface terminations
with open boundary conditions. We provide a general defi-
nition of such distinctions, and show how they can be under-
stood in terms of the Wannier spectra as well as real-space
symmetry representations.
In order to make the presentation as clear as possible, we
will first start with detailed explanations of different aspects
of the boundary obstruction concept that are realized in the
DMQI. Then we will move on to discuss the general aspects
of boundary obstructions. After reviewing the DMQI model
in Sec. II A, we provide a real space framework for its bound-
ary obstruction in Sec. II B, followed by a detailed analysis
of the Wannier spectra, and how they relate to the physical
edge spectra of particular surface terminations, in Sec. II C.
Afterwards, we establish how the boundary obstruction in the
DMQI model is related to the existence of fractional corner
charge via a detailed symmetry analysis of the model with
open boundaries in Sec. II D.
After the detailed study of the DMQI model, we introduce
the general definition of boundary obstructed phases, and dis-
cuss their stability in Sec. III A. In Sec. III B we show how to
3diagnose boundary obstructions through real-space band rep-
resentations of the Wannier bands themselves, before show-
ing how the definition can be related to boundary signatures
such as surface states or fractional charges in Sec. III C. Af-
terwards, we discuss other possible 2D models with boundary
obstructions in Sec. III D and show that, apart from the DMQI
(and variants of it), all such models require specific, compli-
cated surface terminations to probe the boundary obstructions
and the associated corner charges. In Sec. IV we introduce
a general recipe to generate 3D models with various types of
boundary obstructions from a 2D building block. Such ob-
structions can be associated with fractional corner charges,
fractional hinge charge density (Sec. IV B), or surface states
(Sec. IV C) depending on the choice of the 2D building block.
For example, in the latter case we introduce two 3D models
built from either a 2D Chern insulator or a 2D quantum spin
Hall insulator with robust one dimensional states localized at
their hinges. We also provide a complete characterization of
all the 3D models using the Wannier spectra. Finally, we close
with some concluding remarks and discussion in Sec. V.
II. 2D QUADRUPOLE INSULATOR AND BOUNDARY
OBSTRUCTIONS
A. Review of the quadrupole insulator model
We start our discussion by reviewing the DMQI model in-
troduced in Ref. [15]. It consists of four orbitals describing
spinless fermions arranged on a two-dimensional rectangular
lattice with dimerized hopping amplitudes along the x and y
directions, and pi-fluxes threaded through each plaquette as
shown in Fig. 1. The Bloch Hamiltonian is given by
H(k) = [γx + λx cos(kx)] Γ4 + λx sin(kx)Γ3
+ [γy + λy cos(ky)] Γ2 + λy sin(ky)Γ1, (1)
where γx and γy are hopping amplitudes within a unit cell
along x and y respectively, and λx and λy are the inter-cell
hopping amplitudes to nearest neighbor unit cells. The neg-
ative signs, represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 1a, are a
gauge choice for the pi-flux threaded through each plaquette.
The Γ0,...,4 matrices satisfy {Γi,Γj} = 2δi,j , and are repre-
sented explicitly by Γ0 = σ3τ0, Γk = −σ2τk, Γ4 = σ1τ0 for
k = 1, 2, 3, where σ0,...,3 (τ0,...,3) denote the Pauli matrices,
and the tensor product is implicit.
The model in Eq. 1 has reflection symmetries along both x
and y, which for spinless electrons satisfy M2x = M
2
y = 1.
They are represented by
MxH(kx, ky)M†x = H(−kx, ky), Mx = σ1τ3,
MyH(kx, ky)M†y = H(kx,−ky), My = σ1τ1. (2)
The model is also invariant under the combination MxMy =
C2, where C2 is a two-fold rotation symmetry. The pi-flux
leads to the anticommutation of the two reflection operators
{Mx,My} = 0. As a result, C2 satisfies C22 = −1, as would
be the case for spinful fermions. Other than the crystalline
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FIG. 1. Lattice model used to define the quadrupole insulator in
Eq. 1. In (a), dashed lines have a relative negative sign to account
for a flux of pi threading each plaquette. The flux is the origin of
the anticommuting reflection operations. (b) Band structure of the
quadrupole insulator with γx/λx = 0.5 and γy/λy = 0.4. Each
energy band is twofold degenerate for a total of four bands.
symmetries, the model H(k), as written, lies in class BDI,
i.e., it has time-reversal, chiral, and charge conjugation sym-
metries.
The point group G of H(k) in (1), which we denote Dpi2 ,
is isomorphic to the dihedral group D4. The full group struc-
ture is obtained by adding the element 1¯ = (MxMy)2 to the
spinless point group D2 to accommodate the anticommuta-
tion of the two reflections, with M2x = M
2
y = 1¯
2 = 1. The
dihedral group Dpi2 has four one-dimensional, irreducible rep-
resentations (A1, A2, B1, B2), and one two-dimensional irre-
ducible representation (E¯) odd under 1¯ (see Appendix A). In
the present realization, 1¯ acts locally both in real and momen-
tum space.
The energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian (1) is two-fold
degenerate and gapped across the entire bulk Brillouin zone
(BZ) (cf. Fig. 1) unless both |γx/λx| = 1 and |γy/λy| = 1.
Hence, we can connect the Hamiltonians at any pair of points
in the (γx/λx, γy/λy)-plane without closing the bulk gap.
This implies the absence of any bulk topological distinctions
in the model. We note that the presence ofC4 symmetry alters
this conclusion since it forces λx = λy = λ and γx = γy = γ,
thus changing the sign of |γ/λ| − 1 is necessarily accompa-
nied by a bulk-gap-closing phase transition, which indicates
that the model has at least two distinct bulk-protected topo-
logical phases.
Despite the absence of bulk topological distinctions in the
model protected by mirror symmetries, Refs. 15 and 16 have
uncovered a more subtle topological distinction encoded in
the topology of the Wannier bands instead. The Wannier
bands along the x(y) direction are obtained by taking the
Wilson loop along this direction for a fixed momentum ky
(kx)[30, 31]. The Wilson loop operatorWi(k), i = x, y is a
unitary operator whose eigenvalues have the form e2piiνi(ki⊥).
The values νi(ki⊥) are defined modulo one and determine
the positions (within the unit cell) of the charge center for
the hybrid Wannier states which are maximally localized in
the i-direction, but are delocalized Bloch waves with momen-
tum ki⊥ in the perpendicular direction(s) [30, 31]. For the
DMQI model, the two Wannier bands of the occupied states
are generally gapped and symmetrically displaced away from
4the high-symmetry lines νi = 0 and νi = 1/2 (cf. Fig. 2b).
Among other things, this indicates that there is no spectral
flow as would be the case, for example, for a strong topologi-
cal insulator [32].
Whenever the two Wannier bands are separated by gaps
from above and below we can consider the projector onto one
of these two bands. This projector is effectively projecting
onto the ground state of a 1D reflection-symmetric insulator
with one electron per unit cell. Such an insulator can be char-
acterized by a half-quantized polarization p distinguishing the
cases where the charge center is at the center (p = 0), or the
edge (p = 1/2), of the 1D unit cell. Since there are two pos-
sible sets of Wannier spectra, i.e., one along the x-direction
and one along the y-direction, there are two distinct quantized
Wannier band polarizations px,y = 0, 1/2 and py,x = 0, 1/2
where pi,j denotes the polarization in the j-direction for a
band taken from the Wilson loop in the i-direction. This yields
a Z2 × Z2 invariant capturing the topology of the Wannier
bands. Such invariants are protected by the gap in the Wan-
nier spectrum rather than the energy spectrum, which means
that their value can be changed without going through a bulk
gap closing. As we will explain in detail later, these types
of transitions can in some cases be associated with an energy
gap-closing at the edge, rather than the bulk, when the system
is considered with open boundary conditions in both direc-
tions. This will be the topic of Sec. II C.
For pν = (px,y, py,x) = (1/2, 1/2), the model exhibits
zero-energy corner modes when considered on a rectangular
geometry with open boundaries in both directions. However,
these corner modes are protected by particle-hole symmetry
which can be broken without changing the Wannier band po-
larization (whose quantization relies only on mirror symme-
tries). Thus, these corner modes are not associated with the
quantized Wannier band polarization. Instead, as we will
show in Sec. II D, we can associate the (1/2, 1/2) phase with
corner charge [15, 16, 25, 27].1
Following this review of the DMQI, we will dedicate the
remainder of this section to show that the topology of the
DMQI can be captured using the notion of edge topological
obstructions; a new type of topological obstruction that is only
present when the model is placed on certain geometries with
open boundary conditions. In particular, we will provide an
intuitive picture for a topological obstruction that is associ-
ated with an edge gap-closing transition rather than a bulk one.
Furthermore, we will show how the Z2 ×Z2 topological dis-
tinction encoded in the Wannier band polarizations is related
to the corner charge, which is determined by only a single Z2
invariant that distinguishes pν = (1/2, 1/2) from the other
three cases. We note here that picking pν = (1/2, 1/2) as the
non-trivial phase relies on the standard boundary termination
consistent with the unit cell chosen in defining the Hamilto-
nian (1). As we will discuss later, the choice of the boundary
1 It is worth noting that the fractional corner charge can be removed by
adding edge degrees of freedom. Adding fractional corner charge to the
trivial phase, will interchange which phase we identify as topologically
non-trivial, but the fact that the two phases can be distinguished by the
fractional corner charge remains true.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Band structure of the two-dimensional
quadrupole insulator with open boundaries in a single direction, y
(left) or x (right). The blue bands correspond to the bulk band con-
tinuum, and the black bands that are slightly separated from the bulk
bands are localized at the edges. (b) Wannier bands νy(kx) (left) and
νx(ky) (right), with a quantized Wannier band polarization of px,y =
py,x = 1/2. The Wannier spectra are topologically equivalent to the
surface bands in (a) when we identify the gap around νi(k) = 1/2
to represent the surface gap, see Sec. II C. (c) Local density of states
at zero energy LDOS(r) = −pi−1Im tr(H(r) + iη)−1 for a small
broadening η = 0.1 in a system with open boundaries in x and y.
The inset shows the existence of zero energy states inside the gap.
decides which Wannier phase is distinguished from the oth-
ers. In all cases, however, the resulting classification for a
fixed boundary is Z2.
B. Real space picture
In the following, we will present an understanding of the
edge topological obstruction of the DMQI in terms of a real
space picture. At half-filling, the space of filled bands is Wan-
nier representable, i.e., it is possible to find a basis of local-
ized symmetric orbitals that span the subspace of filled bands.
In a Wannier representable system, localized orbitals are la-
belled by their so-called Wyckoff position Q = {qα} which
denotes a set (symmetry orbit) of spatial positions qα with
α = 1, ..., NQ which is invariant as a whole under the sym-
metry group G. The positions qα can map to each other under
some elements of G, but they are invariant under a (site sym-
metry) subgroup Gq ⊆ G 2. NQ denotes the size of the set
of spatial positions qα, and is called the Wyckoff multiplicity
of positionQ. Wannier representable (atomic) insulators have
electronic configurations constructed by decorating the vari-
ous Wyckoff positions with orbitals that transform under site-
symmetry representations ofGq . These different Wannier rep-
resentable phases are each associated with a band representa-
tion (BR) [29, 33–35] that encodes both its transformations
under the symmetry group, and its momentum-space Zak-
Berry phases. A short introduction to BRs and their derivation
from the Gq representations can be found in App. C.
2 The site symmetry groups for different elements qα in the same Wyckoff
position are equivalent up to conjugation, so we denote them by the same
symbol Gq .
5In the DMQI case, the model is defined on a lattice with
two perpendicular, and anticommuting, mirror symmetries
Mx and My (point group Dpi2 ). This point group has the same
set of Wyckoff positions as the point group D2: (i) four max-
imal Wyckoff positions with multiplicity 1 corresponding to
positions lying at the intersection of the two mirror-invariant
lines, i.e., at positions (0, 0), (0, 1/2), (1/2, 0) and (1/2, 1/2)
(labelled 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d, respectively), (ii) four Wyckoff
positions with multiplicity 2 corresponding to positions lying
along one of the mirror-invariant lines, (±x, 0), (±x, 1/2),
(0,±y), (1/2,±y), (labelled 2e, 2f , 2g, and 2h, respec-
tively), and (iii) one general Wyckoff position 4i with mul-
tiplicity 4 at four generic symmetry-related points (±x,±y).
To illustrate the absence of a bulk obstruction in the DMQI
model, consider a translationally invariant lattice withMx and
My symmetries having periodic boundary conditions 3. For
a filling of two electrons per unit cell, there are only three
allowed options for placing the atomic orbitals: (i) both are
placed at the same maximal Wyckoff position, (ii) the two or-
bitals are placed at different maximal Wyckoff positions, or
(iii) they are placed at a Wyckoff position of multiplicity two.
Case (ii) has a non-vanishing polarization of 1/2 along x or
y (or both) which rules it out for the DMQI model for which
both polarizations vanish. Interestingly, cases (i) and (iii) may
be adiabatically deformed into each other in some cases, i.e.,
they may belong to equivalent band representations. This is
the situation when the two electrons (per cell) are in the two
dimensional representation of the Dpi2 point group, i.e., when
the matrix representations of the two mirror operators anti-
commute when acting on the electron orbitals. To show this,
we note that equivalence between two band representations
can be demonstrated if there is a symmetric, adiabatic defor-
mation between the two configurations[29, 36]. In Appendix
B we show that in order to carry out such a continuous de-
formation between Wyckoff position configurations, the two
mirror operators are required to anticommute, which is exactly
the case for the DMQI model. The necessity for anticommuta-
tion of mirror operators was previously proven in Ref. [15, 16]
using the symmetry indicators of the Wannier bands, where it
was shown to be linked to the existence of gaps in the Wannier
spectra.
In Fig. 3 we show how to deform the configuration with
both centers at 1a to the one where both are at 1d while pre-
serving the symmetry and the bulk gap. This is done by first
moving the two orbitals horizontally along the y = 0 line (via
the Wyckoff position 2e) to 1c, then moving them vertically
along the x = 1/2 line (via the Wyckoff position 2h) to 1d. It
is instructive again to compare to the model with C4 symme-
try for which there is no Wyckoff position with multiplicity
two. In this case, it is impossible to move two electrons from
1a to 1d without breaking the symmetry, indicating that the
3 In general, point group operations act non-locally in real-space, and generi-
cally relate orbitals in different unit cells. However, one can use translation
symmetry on a transformed orbital to shift it back to the initial unit cell.
This allows us to represent the different point-group operations as an ac-
tion on Wannier centers inside a unit cell.
FIG. 3. Deformation of the Wannier centers (open circles), in the
double-mirror quadrupole model, from the 1a to the 1d Wyckoff po-
sition along movable Wyckoff positions. We see that from panel (b)
to panel (c) we cannot preserve the symmetry at the edges.
two correspond to distinct bulk phases.
Now we are ready to illustrate the real-space picture of
boundary obstructions. We will show that the process which
allows the deformation between configurations 1a and 1d,
while possible in a system with periodic boundary conditions,
is impossible (without breaking the mirror symmetries) in a
system with a rectangular geometry with open boundary con-
ditions in the x and y directions, as shown in Fig. 3. To see
this, we note that there are two possible ways to symmetri-
cally move two electrons from 1a to 1d. The first one goes
through 1c by first moving horizontally through 2e then verti-
cally through 2h, whereas the second goes through 1b by first
moving vertically through 2g then horizontally through 2f .
We note, however, that in the presence of the vertical bound-
ary at x = 1/2, the electron filling of position 1c on the edge
is half of its filling in the bulk (since such a site is shared by
two unit cells when in the bulk, but one of them is now ab-
sent on an edge). This means that there is only one electron
at the 1c position at the edge, instead of two, which makes
it impossible to vertically move it to position 1d while pre-
serving the symmetry and energy gap. Similarly, the presence
of the horizontal edge at y = 1/2 prohibits the deformation
1a → 1b → 1d as position 2f is unavailable at the edge.
Thus, with open boundaries we can pass from 1a to 1b or 1c,
but not 1d, which distinguishes 1d from the other three con-
figurations in the presence of open boundaries.
To summarize, there are two ways to move two electrons
from 1a and 1d: one of which goes through position 1c and
one through 1b. Importantly, each of the two edges (x or y)
prohibits only one of the two trajectories. Thus, if we open the
boundaries along only one direction by considering the sys-
tem on a cylinder, it is still possible to deform 1a to 1d, and
thus they are not distinguished. However, once we take open
boundaries along both the x and y directions (with an edge the
termination consistent with the unit cell), these two atomic
configurations cannot be continuously connected while pre-
serving the symmetry. Thus, the DMQI exhibits what we will
call an edge obstruction wherein two phases can be smoothly
deformed to each other in the bulk, but there exists an edge
termination such that any such smooth, symmetry preserving
deformation involves an edge gap closing.
6C. Wannier bands and edge spectrum
We now switch our attention to the diagnosis of the edge
obstruction in terms of the Wannier spectrum. As discussed
in Sec. II A, and Refs. 15 and 16, the Wannier bands of the
DMQI model can be characterized by a Z2 × Z2 invariant
pν = 12 (Θ(1−|γx/λx|),Θ(1−|γy/λy|)) (where Θ(x) is the
step function). Using the correspondence between the Wan-
nier spectrum and the edge spectrum [37], we may naively
think that the DMQI has four distinct phases that cannot be
smoothly connected to each other without closing the energy
gap at the edge. This, however, contradicts the analysis of the
previous sections where we only found two, rather than four,
distinct phases due to the edge obstruction.
The resolution to this puzzle lies in the observation that the
edge spectrum and the Wannier spectrum differ in one fun-
damental aspect, despite being smoothly deformable to each
other. Namely, the Wannier spectrum is periodic, whereas the
edge spectrum is not. This means that of the two gaps of the
Wannier spectrum, one at ν = 0 and one at ν = 1/2, only one
corresponds to the actual energy gap at the edge. Thus, only
Wannier transitions which involve closing this particular gap
correspond to actual edge obstructions. The determination of
which Wannier gap corresponds to the edge energy gap de-
pends on details, including the surface termination as we will
see below.
To understand the relationship between a surface spectrum
and a Wannier spectrum, let us follow Ref. 37 in implementing
the edge via the replacement H → H˜(x) = PφM (x)P +
M(1−P ) where P is the projector onto the filled bands of the
original Hamiltonian H, and φM (x) is the regularized linear
potential given by
φM (x) =
{
x, |x| < M
sgn(x)M, |x| > M. (3)
For a given filling specified by a chemical potential µ sat-
isfying −M < µ < M , this Hamiltonian reduces to
the spectrally-flattened bulk Hamiltonian with filled (empty)
states at energy −M (M ) in the bulk. Thus, H˜(x) has the
same filled states as H deep within the sample, and it im-
plements the vacuum Hamiltonian, where all eigenstates are
empty (trivial projection operator), far outside the sample.
The linear potential is special since it sets a direct proportion-
ality between distance and energy4.
The resulting spectrum of H˜ is shown in Fig. 4. We can
see that the spectrum for the states localized close to the edge
consists of several copies of the Wannier spectrum shifted rel-
ative to each other by some integer. The rest of the spec-
trum far away from the edge accumulates close to energies
±M which indicate states in the bulk (±M ) or outside of the
4 To match the units between energy and distance, we note that the Hamil-
tonian H˜(x) is a dimensionless band-flattened Hamiltonian where filled
(empty) bands correspond to−M (+M ). Similarly, the position x is mea-
sured in units of the lattice constant and can be taken to be dimensionless.
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FIG. 4. Spectrum for the Hamiltonian H˜(x) implementing the edge
termination with the linear potential φM (x) (Eq. 3) truncated at
M = 2.5. We can see that the spectrum for energies localized close
to the edge matches exactly the Wannier spectrum. Bulk states are
all accumulated at energies ±M .
sample (+M ). It is clear from Fig. 4 that, in this potential,
the edge termination is decided by choosing an energy that
separates the filled states inside the sample from the empty
states outside, i.e., an “edge chemical potential.” The linear
form of the potential gives a direct relation between the edge
chemical potential and the “position” of the edge termination.
Since the edge energy spectrum is just repeated copies of the
Wannier spectrum, the edge chemical potential determines a
corresponding “Wannier chemical potential” (WCP). The key
implication of this analysis is that Wannier gap-closings that
happen only at a position corresponding to the WCP indicate a
gap closing in the edge energy spectrum. This establishes the
important link between gap closings in the Wannier spectrum
and at the edge.
In the following, we will set a convention to simplify our
analysis. We always choose the unit cell to be centered at
(0, 0) so that its edges lie on the lines x = 1/2 and y =
1/2 (in 2D), and we restrict ourselves to lattice terminations
respecting the unit cell. This means that the edge termination
at x = 1/2 (y = 1/2) corresponds to the WCP νx = 1/2
(νy = 1/2). Consequently, a Wannier gap-closing at νx =
1/2 or νy = 1/2 represents a genuine edge gap closing in
our convention, whereas a gap-closing at νx = 0 or νy =
0, does not. Instead the latter type of gap closing indicates
mixing between different states at the edge, or states at the
edge mixing with the bulk, without closing the edge gap.
Using the preceding analysis, we can now show that the
state having pν = (1/2, 1/2) is distinct from the other three
Wannier polarization configurations (for our choice of lattice
termination). The latter three can all be continously connected
while preserving symmetry, but there is an edge obstruction
when trying to go from one of (0, 0), (1/2, 0), (0, 1/2) to
(1/2, 1/2). We can use Fig. 5 to illustrate this conclusion.
This figure provides a diagram of all possible Wannier band
phases as a function of the ratios γx/λx and γy/λy . The blue
central square in the diagram corresponds to the Wannier po-
larization pν = (1/2, 1/2); whereas other regions correspond
to Wannier polarization equal to either pν = (1/2, 0) (or-
ange regions), pν = (0, 1/2) (red regions), or pν = (0, 0)
(white regions). As we can see from the figure, going from
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FIG. 5. Diagram of the phases of the Wannier bands of the DMQI
model, Eq. 1. On the yellow and blue lines a Wannier gap-closing
transition occurs in the Wannier spectra Wx and Wy , respectively.
The gap closing occurs either at νi = 0 or νi = 1/2 as indicated. At
the intersection of the two lines, marked with a red dot, the bulk spec-
trum is gapless. To each region, we can associate the nested polariza-
tion pνQ, whereQ indicates the maximal Wyckoff position associated
to pν . Black dots indicate specific configurations corresponding to
the plots (a-e) in Fig. 6 where we show the evolution ofWx andWy
along the path 1, indicated with a dashed line. The phase 1d is al-
ways separated from the remaining ones by a Wannier gap closing at
the Wannier chemical potential (µx, µy) = (1/2, 1/2), and hence is
separated by a gap closing at the physical boundary for our choice
of boundary termination. Choosing a different path from (a) to (e),
for example dashed line 2, would still imply a boundary gap closing
although at a different edge.
the (1/2, 1/2) phase to any other phase involves at least one
Wannier transition at νx = 1/2 or νy = 1/2, whereas going
between any of the three other phases can be achieved without
a Wannier transition at νi = 1/2. We can conclude that, in our
convention, the (1/2, 1/2) phase is separated from the other
three phases by an edge gap-closing, whereas the three other
phases are continuously connected, i.e., any pair of them can
be smoothly connected without closing the edge gap or break-
ing symmetry. This is the resolution to the discrepancy be-
tween the topological characterization in terms of edge spec-
trum vs. Wannier spectrum. We note that if we changed our
edge termination, e.g., choosing to terminate the unit cell at
x = 0, y = 1/2, the only effect would be to permute which
of the four polarization configurations should be distinguished
from the other three.
Having set up this background, we can now study the con-
nection between Wannier polarization and the real space pic-
ture of the edge obstruction. Fig. 6 shows a detailed version
of the deformation process in Fig. 3, and illustrates the differ-
ent Wannier polarization configurations associated with each
intermediate state. In Fig. 6(a), we have a phase character-
ized by pν = (0, 0). As the Wannier centers are separated
horizontally away from 1a, a first Wannier transition occurs
between Fig. 6(a) and (b) where the y-Wannier gap closes at
νy(kx = pi) = 0. If we interpret the edges of the geome-
try to be open instead of periodic then this transition, which
changes pν to (1/2, 0), leaves the outermost Wannier centers
unpaired [red open circles in Fig. 6(b,c)] and pinned to the po-
sition νy = 0. In contrast, the bulk Wannier centers are still
free to move, and thus can adopt Wannier values that come in
pairs ν,−ν along both x or y.
We can verify this picture through the explicit calculation
of the Wannier spectra of the DMQI for a cylindrical geome-
try in which boundaries are closed along x (y) and open along
y (x) in which we calculate the Wannier values νx (νy). In
Fig. 6(f) we see that all of the Wannier values come in ±νi
pairs, which matches our picture of having bulk Wannier func-
tions with none isolated on the boundaries. In comparison we
can look at Fig. 6(g), in which there is a pair of isolated Wan-
nier values, for every unit cell along the y-direction, exactly
pinned at νy = 0. If we look at the eigenstates associated
to these pinned Wannier values, we find that one set is local-
ized at one of the open vertical edges, and the other set is on
the other vertical edge. Notice, however, that since their val-
ues are pinned to νy = 0, these edge Wannier states lie at
the center of the unit cell in the direction parallel to the edge,
and thus amount to a trivial edge polarization. Also, notice
that such edge isolated Wannier states do not exist for the νx
spectrum.
Now we can proceed with the deformation process along
y. A second Wannier transition occurs between Fig. 6(d)
and (e). At this transition, there is a gap closing in the x-
Wannier bands at νx(ky = pi) = 1/2, so that in Fig. 6(e)
pν = (1/2, 1/2). Notice the appearance of unpaired Wan-
nier centers at the horizontal edges with Wannier values fixed
to νx = 1/2 [red solid circles in Fig. 6(e) along horizon-
tal edges]. Simultaneously, the vertical edge states pinned at
νy = 0 that were isolated after the first Wannier transition
undergo an edge phase transition that changes their value to
νy = 1/2 [red solid circles in Fig. 6(e) along vertical edges]
(it must be a transition since the edge has reflection symmetry
and thus νy for states on the edge is quantized to 0 or 1/2).
This is further confirmed by the explicit calculation of the
Wannier spectrum on a cylinder shown in Fig. 6(h), which
shows pairs of isolated Wannier values (per unit cell along the
periodic direction) at both νx = 1/2 and νy = 1/2. If we
look at the eigenstates corresponding to these isolated Wan-
nier values we find that they are localized at the horizontal or
vertical edges respectively. We emphasize that this last tran-
sition is the only one during this process that is accompanied
by an edge phase transition which closes the edge energy gap,
and that this transition is unavoidable along the vertical edges
due to the fact that the isolated states (red) on the vertical edge
constitute effective one-dimensional obstructed atomic limits
protected by My symmetry.
A final remark is due regarding Fig. 6(e). The overall con-
figuration of Wannier centers is such that reflection symme-
tries are preserved in the bulk, but not at the edges. In partic-
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FIG. 6. Correspondence between real-space configurations and Wannier bands in the DMQI model, Eq. 1. (a-e) Wannier center location and
nested (Wannier band) polarizations along a path illustrated schematically in Fig.5 (path 1). A Wannier gap closing transition happens between
panels (a) to (b) at νy = 0, and between (d) and (e) at νx = 1/2. The latter happens at the Wannier chemical potential and corresponds
to a boundary gap closing, and consequently to a topological phase transition. (f-h) Wannier spectra for cylindrical geometries for the three
Wannier phases in (a-e). Wannier values in red have eigenstates that are localized on the edges of the cylinder. These results exactly match
the configurations of the real space pictures in (a-e). The panels are labelled by the Wannier band polarization pνQ where the subscript is an
indication of the maximal Wyckoff positionQ that is associated to pν . The arrows in (a-e) are drawn with their center atQ as visual guide.
ular, it is not possible to maintain a symmetric configuration
of Wannier centers for this system in an open boundary given
the number of occupied states we need to fill the lower energy
bands in periodic boundary conditions. This is an example
of a filling anomaly where the condition of charge neutrality
(integer band filling) is not compatible with the spatial sym-
metry [25]. We will provide a more detailed discussion of this
important concept in the next subsection.
D. Corner charge and filling anomalies
1. Filling Anomaly
In the following, we would like to investigate possible
physical signatures that distinguish the two different edge ob-
structed phases in the DMQI. As discussed briefly in Sec. II A,
the pν = (1/2, 1/2) phase exhibits zero energy corner modes,
but only when particle-hole or chiral symmetries are present.
In the absence of these symmetries, these corner states are not
pinned to zero energy and, as a result, can be moved up and
down in energy, though they remain degenerate because of
the spatial symmetry. Once they are pushed to the conduction
or valence band they can hybridize with the delocalized states
there, and do not necessarily remain exponentially localized at
the corners. Thus, the edge obstructed phase pν = (1/2, 1/2)
is not associated with corner modes in general.
The absence of zero-energy corner modes, however, does
not mean that other signatures such as corner charges (rather
than states) are absent. To investigate this possibility, let us
start with the particle-hole/chiral symmetric case and then add
terms that break these symmetries. We note that the DMQI
has 4N states in total, where N is the number of unit cells.
In the particle-hole/chiral symmetric case, we know there are
4 zero-energy corner states leaving 2N − 2 states in both the
conduction and valence bands. Once particle-hole/chiral sym-
metry is broken, the corner states can move in energy but they
remain degenerate due to mirror symmetries, leading to two
possibilities: they either remain inside the gap or move into
the valence or conduction band. In the first case, they re-
main localized eigenstates of the Hamiltonian having degen-
eracy protected by the two mirror symmetries. As a result,
the system can not be gapped 5 at half-filling since there are
two electrons that need to occupy four degenerate states.6 In
the second case, these states hybridize with the states in the
valence (conduction) band forming new and more extended
eigenstates. As a result, the number of states in the valence
(conduction) band is changed to 2N + 2, and the chemical
potential will lie in the valence (conduction) band at half fill-
ing which implies that the system is again not gapped. This
phenomenon, in which it is impossible for a system to be si-
multaneously gapped, symmetric, and charge-neutral at a cer-
tain filling has recently been referred to as “filling anomaly”
5 A gapped system is one with no charge excitations at zero or infinitesimally
small energy.
6 We note that the usual paradigm of slightly breaking the symmetry so that
two out of four modes could be filled is unavailable as we are strictly en-
forcing the symmetry. Indeed filling the modes this way essentially results
in spontaneous symmetry breaking in the thermodynamic limit.
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FIG. 7. Bulk obstruction and filling anomaly in an SSH chain pro-
tected by inversion symmetry. With open boundaries there is a single
inversion center (red dot), while when the boundaries are identified
an antipodal inversion center is created at the stitching point (blue
dot). (a, left) Trivial state: the filling of the inversion center (red dot)
is odd just as the total filling of the chain is odd, which implies the
electrons can be filled while preserving inversion. (a, right) When
the end points are identified only the red inversion center is filled. (b,
left) Nontrivial state: at an odd filling, if the red inversion center is
not filled there is no way to fill the chain while preserving inversion,
and there is a filling anomaly associated with end charges that need to
be fractional at neutrality to preserve the symmetry. (b, right) Iden-
tifying the end points cures the anomaly, i.e., we no longer require
fractionalization at neutrality, and only the blue inversion center is
filled. With open boundaries the two phases can be distinguished
by the endpoint charges, while with closed boundaries a topological
distinction remains since the charge at the blue site cannot be moved
to the red site while preserving both the symmetry and the bulk gap.
This is an example of a bulk obstruction.
[25, 38]. If we impose the conditions that the system is a sym-
metric gapped insulator, then the filling anomaly will manifest
in excess or deficient charges distributed symmetrically in the
four corners. For the DMQI, such charge is equal to (n+e/2)
per corner for some integer n7.
2. Real space understanding of filling anomalies
We now present an alternative understanding of the filling
anomaly in the DMQI model which will enable us to study
filling anomalies in more general models in two and three di-
mensions. First, we note that, in general, when we consider
a system with open boundaries, lattice translations are absent
and the symmetry of the system is restricted to the point group
G with respect to the symmetry centerO of the entire sample.
Each Wannier state is part of a Wyckoff position Q whose
orbit may extend across the entire sample (illustrated for the
DMQI in Fig. 8). Before considering the DMQI model, let
us begin by considering the simpler example of the 1D SSH
chain with inversion symmetry.
Imagine we start with an SSH chain having N unit cells
(with two orbitals per unit cell) at half-filling so that the total
number of electrons is N . We will now show that, in some
cases, it is impossible for this system to be gapped, inversion-
symmetric, and charge-neutral when considered with open
boundaries. Our proof proceeds by assuming that such a
7 Corner charges associated with filling anomalies are only defined modulo
an integer charge since we are free to add integer charges to the corners
while keeping the system a symmetric insulator.
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FIG. 8. Symmetry representations of the DMQI model. The open cir-
cles indicate the positions of the Wannier centers in a given basis, and
the grey squares represent the unit cells. On a torus the symmetry is
Dpi2 × T 2, and every two electrons in each unit cell are symmetry re-
lated (by reflection and subsequent translation). Together they form
an E¯ representation of Dpi2 (enclosed in a dashed blue oval) With
open boundaries only the point-group Dpi2 is preserved and the Wan-
nier centers form symmetry orbits indicated, for a few cases, by the
black arrows. If a Wannier center lies in a general Wyckoff position
with multiplicity four, it is part of a reducible E¯ ⊗ E¯ representation
of Dpi2 . Wannier centers on high symmetry lines form 2D irreducible
representations E¯.
gapped, charge-neutral atomic insulator exists and deriving a
contradiction. We start by noting that, due to inversion, all
electrons in the open system are either localized at the inver-
sion center O or at inversion-related pairs of points relative
to it. These pairs can be symmetrically moved to the center
O without breaking the symmetry or closing the gap, which
means that our system can be symmetrically deformed to an
insulator with all electrons at the inversion center. Note, how-
ever, that such a process never changes the initial parity of the
filling at the center ν0 since it always adds an even number of
electrons. This leads to a contradiction if the parity of νO at
the beginning (for the periodic system) differs from that ofN ;
we cannot symmetrically move all the states to the center in
this case. This means that one of our assumptions: symmetry,
charge-neutrality, or an insulating gap does not hold in this
case, hence reflecting the existence of a filling anomaly. One
way to intuitively understand the filling anomaly is to see that
at a filling corresponding to neutrality an electron would be
forced to fractionalize into two pieces to preserve the inver-
sion symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 7. If we require that the
system be neutral then the filling anomaly in the SSH chain
generates the bulk polarization, i.e., it implies that the inver-
sion symmetry will be broken spontaneously and a dipole mo-
ment will appear that creates opposite fractional charges of
±e/2 bound at the two edges. If we require that the system
remains symmetric then it will either be gapless since there
will be degenerate low-energy modes, or we will need to add
an extra electron (at the minimum), which will violate neu-
trality.
A similar analysis can be performed for the DMQI model.
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We start by considering NxNy unit cells at a filling of two
electrons per unit cell. With open boundaries, the symme-
try group of the model is the point group Dpi2 relative to O,
with irreducible representations given in Appendix A, Table
II. Similar to the discussion on the SSH, we assume the sys-
tem is a symmetric charge-neutral atomic insulator to derive a
contradiction8. Since the mirror symmetries anticommute, the
electrons at the centerO, which is fixed by both mirrors, trans-
form under the 2D irreducible representation E¯. The electrons
on the x = 0 or y = 0 mirror lines come in pairs, related
by My or Mx respectively, that also transform under E¯. The
electrons in the general Wyckoff position (±x,±y) come in
groups of 4, which transform under the reducible representa-
tion E¯ ⊗ E¯, which can be decomposed into a sum of four 1D
irreducible representations A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ B1 ⊕ B2 as shown in
Fig. 8. This implies that the total bulk filling is necessarily
even. Let us denote the total number of states at high symme-
try points (i.e., either at the center O or on one of the mirror
lines) by νS . We note that νS can be changed by symmetri-
cally moving states from the general Wyckoff position, but its
value modulo 4 remains the same. In addition, we note that
νS is always even since the filling of the center O is always
even due to mirror anticommutation (actually νS corresponds
precisely to twice the number of E¯ representations in the sys-
tem since the orbitals in the general Wyckoff position can be
decomposed into 1D irreps). Thus, if νS/2 has a different par-
ity compared to NxNy , it is impossible to bring all the states
to a high symmetry point (either at the center O, or at one of
the mirror lines) indicating the presence of a filling anomaly
where, at neutrality, a pair of electrons is symmetrically split
among the four corners. This filling anomaly diagnoses the
bulk quadrupole moment in the system.
We remark that this is not the only possible filling anomaly
for this point-group. If we allow for additional bands trans-
forming under 1D representations (for which mirrors com-
mute), then the total bulk filling can be odd 9. This leads to an
additional possible filling anomaly diagnosed by the parity of
the full filling at the origin νO. This type of filling anomaly
reflects a bulk obstruction, just like it does for the 1D SSH
chain, and diagnoses the sum of the polarizations along the
x and y directions, each of which must be quantized by the
mirror symmetries. To resolve individual x and y polariza-
tions, we would need to consider cylindrical geometries with
an open boundary along one of the directions and a periodic
boundary along the other.
3. Filling anomalies for edge vs bulk obstructions
The discussion of the previous two sections regarding fill-
ing anomalies did not clarify the distinction between filling
8 Note that here we need the extra assumption that the system is an atomic
insulator, i.e., it admits a Wannier representation, which was not needed in
the 1D case since all 1D systems are Wannier representable.
9 Here, we take the point of view that the point-group is fixed to be Dpi2 , but
the electrons can transform in any of its representations even those where
mirrors commute.
(b) (c) (d)(a)
FIG. 9. Sewing the boundaries in a boundary obstructed atomic in-
sulator (e.g., the DMQI quadrupole insulator). When the boundary
is stitched along one direction the filling anomaly is lifted since the
two corners contribute with half a charge so that all sites have integer
filling. Interestingly, in this case the bulk obstruction is also lifted:
The seam line is a high-symmetry line where the two states can
freely move towards each other and symmetrically reach all maximal
Wyckoff positions, including the original symmetry origin marked
with a red dot.
anomalies in edge-obstructed models like the DMQI, com-
pared to bulk-obstructed models such as the SSH chain. Our
goal in this subsection is to elucidate this difference. The dis-
tinction can be understood by studying what happens when the
anomaly is resolved by identifying some of the edges of the
open system. What we mean by “resolve” is that the change
of geometry now allows for a symmetric, gapped, and neu-
tral configuration at our filling of interest. For example, in the
SSH case, we can resolve the anomaly by identifying the two
endpoints, which become a new inversion center O′. In this
case, it is possible to have a symmetric, charge-neutral insula-
tor whose filling N has different parity from νO since there is
now a new inversion center that can compensate for the parity
mismatch. In the phase with (without) the filling anomaly, the
new inversion center O′ will have an odd (even) filling whose
parity cannot be changed by symmetrically adding or remov-
ing electrons. Thus, the filling anomaly in the open system
corresponds to a bulk topological distinction in the periodic
system, i.e., the anomaly can be resolved by identifying op-
posite edges, but the resulting insulator is topologically non-
trivial (i.e., an obstructed atomic limit).
We can similarly resolve the filling anomaly of the DMQI
by identifying either pair of opposite edges. When the bound-
ary is stitched together, the symmetry of the corner and the
seam line is enhanced compared to the open geometry. The
filling anomaly is resolved following this boundary identifi-
cation since only two electrons (transforming under E¯) are
required to fill the edge states after the stitching, as illustrated
in Fig. 9. Another way to say this is that there is a new high
symmetry line (invariant under Mx or My depending on the
identified edges) whose filling can compensate for the mis-
match between νs and 2NxNy modulo 4. However, in con-
trast to the SSH chain, the resulting system is completely triv-
ial since the two electrons at the edge can now be symmet-
rically moved to the original center O. The reason is that,
unlike the SSH case, the high symmetry positions at the cen-
ter O, or at any mirror line, are all connected. Thus, the dif-
ference between filling anomalies associated with boundary
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and bulk obstructions is that the former leads to completely
trivial bulk phases, whereas the latter leads to topologically
non-trivial bulk phases when the anomaly is resolved by iden-
tifying some of the edges.
One final remark concerns the effect of adding some extrin-
sic degrees of freedom at the edge of the DMQI. For example,
we can add an SSH chain with NSSH lattice sites to one edge
(say the one parallel to the x-axis), and its mirror image to the
opposite edge. This process changes the total number of states
by 2NSSH. It also introduces 2νO,SSH states at the y = 0
mirror line, where νO,SSH is the filling at the center of each
SSH chain. This changes the number of states on the mirror
lines in the DMQI, and as a result, if the SSH chain has a fill-
ing anomaly indicated by parity mismatch between NSSH and
νO,SSH, then its addition to the DMQI in the anomalous (non-
trivial) phase will remove the filling anomaly of the DMQI.
Such a process will, however, induce a filling anomaly in the
non-anomalous (trivial) phase. Thus, the effect of symmet-
rically adding SSH chains at the edge essentially exchanges
what we would identify as the trivial and non-trivial phase,
but keeps the distinction between them. As we will see later,
this is a general feature for edge-obstructed phases.
III. BOUNDARY OBSTRUCTIONS: GENERALITIES
A. General definition
After discussing the properties of the DMQI model in de-
tail, our goal now is to introduce a general definition to cap-
ture topological distinctions encoded in a boundary obstruc-
tion rather than a bulk obstruction. Before introducing the def-
inition, let us recall some relevant concepts. Given a Hamilto-
nianH and a chemical potential µ, we can define the projector
on the filled bands via
P = p(H, µ) =
∑
n<µ
|ψn〉 〈ψn| , H |ψn〉 = n |ψn〉 .
(4)
The projector p(H, µ) is well-defined if and only if there are
no eigenstates of H at the chemical potential, i.e., only if H
is gapped at µ. We then consider a canonical procedure to
implement a surface termination which does not depend on P
as follows. We specify a real scalar function φ(r) that reduces
to the constants φin < µ deep inside the sample and φout >
µ far outside the sample (see the discussion of Sec. II C and
Fig. 4). A surface termination is implemented by replacing
the bulk projector P with P (r) defined as
P (r) := p(Pφ(r)P + φout(1− P ), µ) (5)
which reduces to P deep inside the sample and to the triv-
ial projector (where all states are empty) far outside the sam-
ple. We note that defining our surface termination in terms
of a φ(r)-dependent auxilliary Hamiltonian is not the same
as adding an edge potential V (r) = φ(r) for which the
surface termination would instead implemented as P (r) =
p(H + V (r), µ). The way we chose to implement the termi-
nation (5) has the advantage of connecting directly to the Wan-
nier spectrum. It should be noted, however, that our definition
of BOTPs below only relies on the existence of a canonical
way to implement a surface termination, i.e., a way to keep a
surface termination fixed while we deform the Hamiltonian,
regardless of which specific implementation we choose.
To study the surface spectrum in a given surface termina-
tion, we consider the spectrum of the operator Pφ(r)P +
φout(1 − P ), where the filled bulk states accumulate at φin,
and the empty states deep inside or outside the sample accu-
mulate at φout. The energy eigenvalues in-between φin and
φout correspond to eigenstates localized close to the surface
and their dispersion, as a function of the momentum tangent
to the surface, yields the surface spectrum at a given point. 10
For a given (tight-binding) Hamiltonian H(k) describing
a periodic translationally-symmetric system, the implementa-
tion of the surface termination described by Eq. 5 goes as fol-
lows. We start by constructing the projection operator P onto
filled bands in momentum space and then we Fourier trans-
form to real space before substituting the projector into Eq. 5.
The surface spectrum is given by the eigenvalues of the real-
space operator Pφ(r)P + φout(1 − P ). We note that this
procedure was used to generate the edge spectrum in Fig. 4
for the DMQI Hamiltonian (1) with the edge termination de-
scribed by the potential (3).
To define boundary topological obstructions, we consider
two projectors P1 and P2 defined for a periodic system which
are invariant under a symmetry group G containing internal
and point group symmetries relative to a given point O 11.
We say there is a boundary obstruction between P1 and P2
if (i) there is a smooth trajectory in the space of symmetric
projectors P (t) for t ∈ [0, 1] connecting P1 and P2 such that
P (0) = P1 and P (1) = P2, and (ii) there is a symmetric
surface termination for which any such trajectory P (t) neces-
sarily closes the energy gap at a high-symmetry point (HSP)
of the surface. An HSP is a point that is left invariant by at
least one non-trivial point group symmetry in G. Our defi-
nition means that for each symmetric smooth trajectory con-
necting P1 and P2, there exists an HSP whose spectrum is
gapped for P1 and P2, but gapless for at least one point along
the trajectory. One important subtlety in this definition is the
requirement that the surface termination is fixed along the tra-
jectory. This means that, given a trajectory P (t) in the peri-
odic system, the corresponding trajectory in the open system
is P (r, t) = p(P (t)φ(r)P (t)+φout[1−P (t)], µ) where φ(r)
does not depend on t. This ensures that any surface gap clos-
ing is driven by changes in the bulk parameters. We note here
that the ability to assign a surface gap closing to changes in the
10 We will generally identify the spectrum at a point on the surface of a d-
dimensional system with the spectrum at the tangent (d− 1)-dimensional
hyperplane as in Refs. [21, 23]. This is only problematic at sharp inter-
sections of several hyperplanes, e.g., hinges where the tangent plane is not
well-defined. In this case, we can restrict ourselves to the dispersion along
directions where tangent vectors are defined, e.g., the direction along the
hinge.
11 There maybe additional translation symmetries present, but they are not
needed for our definition.
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bulk parameters relies crucially on the existence of a canonical
way to implement surface terminations like the one defined by
Eq. 5 for which the notion of changing the bulk Hamiltonian
while fixing the boundary termination is meaningful.
Our definition distinguishes different classes of Hamiltoni-
ans based on boundary obstructions, and enables a finer dis-
tinction between phases that are topologically identical from
the perspective of bulk topology. We will call such classes
boundary-obstructed topological ’phases’ (BOTPs). We reit-
erate here that BOTPs are not phases in the standard sense
since they are not distinguished by bulk phase transitions with
periodic boundary conditions. In general, boundary obstruc-
tions may co-exist with bulk obstructions. For instance, a non-
trivial bulk phase, such as a 3D HOTI with chiral hinge states,
can have several distinct patterns of hinge states that differ by
boundary obstructions. However, we note that we can always
move between such different surface configurations by adding
a BOTP. Such a BOTP, which is manifestly trivial in the bulk,
can be identified with the difference between the Hamiltonians
corresponding to the two distinct patterns of surface states.
Thus, when studying boundary obstructions, we can restrict
ourselves to phases that are completely trivial in the bulk.
One important aspect in our definition is that only gap-
closings at high-symmetry points on the boundaries are rel-
evant. This requirement, which may seem unnecessary at first
glance, is crucial for our definition to make sense. To illus-
trate the need of such a distinction between a gap-closing
at high-symmetry points vs. generic points, let us consider
the DMQI on a disk geometry whose boundary is a circle.
If chiral/particle-hole symmetry is unbroken, the (1/2, 1/2)
phase of the model is characterized by four symmetry-related
zero-energy states. These states can be associated with do-
main walls for a surface Dirac mass [21, 23, 38] that is in-
variant under both mirrors and changes sign four times as we
go around the circle (cf. Fig. 10).12 In this case, we can see
that the gap at any generic point on the edge can be closed
by simply moving one of the domain walls through this point.
This gap-closing cannot be associated with a topological dis-
tinction since that would imply the existence of uncountably-
many distinct topological phases associated with all possible
(continuously varying) positions of the domain walls. On the
other hand, by restricting ourselves to gap-closing transitions
occurring at the HSPs at x = 0 or y = 0, we can distin-
guish between the cases with and without corner states. This
follows because the only way to get rid of the zero-energy do-
main wall states is by annihilating them pairwise at one of the
mirror invariant points at the boundary. Another way to see
this is by recalling the discussion of Sec. II D, in which the
filling anomaly in the DMQI was diagnosed by the mismatch
between the total filling and the number of states lying at the
12 One way to see that this has to be the case is to start with theC4 symmetric
case, which is a proper HOTI whose surface states are symmetry-enforced
domain walls [21, 23], and then imagine breakingC4. The local stability of
the corner states is only protected by the local symmetries (chiral symmetry
in this case) but we can now move them away from the C4-symmetric
positions at the corners.
FIG. 10. Illustration of zero-energy states (open circles) for the
chiral-symmetric DMQI model on a circle geometry. Zero energy
states are localized on domain walls for an edge mass term that is
invariant under the two mirror symmetries, but has a different sign at
the x = 0 and y = 0 lines, thus changing sign four times along the
edge. These zero-energy states can only be removed by annihilating
pairwise at the high symmetry points denoted by the x symbol.
two mirror lines modulo 4. Thus, an edge gap-closing can
change the filling anomaly by changing the number of states
at the mirror lines if and only if this gap-closing occurs at one
of the mirror invariant points at the edge. This means that our
definition captures the same topological distinction captured
by the filling anomaly for the DMQI.
1. Relationship to HOTIs
It is instructive to relate our understanding of the bound-
ary obstruction in the DMQI in terms of surface domain walls
to the corresponding understanding in HOTIs pioneered in
Refs. [20, 21, 23, 38]. In these works, the surface states of
HOTIs were understood in terms of symmetry-enforced sur-
face domain walls where the transformation properties of the
surface Dirac mass under spatial symmetry forced it to change
sign. In the DMQI, the surface mass does not change sign un-
der either mirror symmetry. However, by requiring the edge
spectrum to be gapped at HSPs, we can distinguish phases
based on the sign of the mass term at these points which are
associated with different patterns of surface domain walls. For
instance, if the sign of the mass term at x = 0 differs from that
at y = 0, then there are four domain walls as we go around the
circle (cf. Fig 10), which cannot be removed without chang-
ing the sign of one of these masses. Thus, we can understand
the localized boundary modes of the DMQI as domain walls
protected by the gap at HSPs. We note that the transformation
properties of the surface mass term under the symmetries does
not force it to change sign. Instead, two distinct, symmetry-
allowed configurations of mass signs at HSPs are possible, but
they cannot be deformed to each other (without closing a gap
at an HSP). This is in contrast to HOTIs where the sign change
of the mass is enforced by the symmetry.
It is worth noting that our topological distinctions are
similar to a real-space version of those used in diagnosing
semimetals whose spectrum is gapped at high-symmetry mo-
menta [39, 40]. For instance, a Weyl semimetal with two
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inversion-related Weyl points with opposite chirality can be
smoothly deformed to a trivial insulator by bringing the two
Weyl points together. However, this process will necessar-
ily involve a gap-closing at one of the inversion-invariant mo-
menta [41, 42].
Another related concept is that of the so-called extrinsic
HOTIs discussed in Refs. [22, 24]. These are insulators host-
ing “higher-order” surface states with co-dimension (d −D)
(D > 1) that can be removed by symmetrically adding a
lower-dimensional SPT on the boundary. Our boundary-
obstructed phases fall under this definition since their surface
states (or filling anomalies) can be removed by adding some
SPTs on the boundary while preserving the symmetry. For ex-
ample, the corner modes (and corner charge) in the DMQI can
be removed by symmetrically adding a pair of SSH chains at
two symmetry-related edges as discussed in Sec. II D. How-
ever, for a BOTP such a process only redefines what we iden-
tify as the trivial phase, and does not remove the distinction
between different phases. In other words, the relative distinc-
tion between the phases is insensitive to what we add at the
boundary as long as it is kept fixed when comparing the two
phases, a requirement that is already encoded in our defini-
tion. Thus, we only consider boundary transitions driven by
changes in the bulk, ruling out the cases in which a non-trivial
SPT is glued to the surface of a trivial bulk.
In general, relative topological distinctions are captured by
a mathematical structure called a torsor (rather than a group)
[43]. A torsor can be thought of as a group without a clear no-
tion of an identity element (trivial phase). We notice that this
concept is not new as many topological distinctions for well-
known bulk phases are also relative. This is the case, for ex-
ample, for obstructed atomic phases where an arbitrary choice
is made for the trivial atomic limit [29, 39]. A simple example
is provided by the 1D SSH chain which has two different val-
ues of the polarization that can only be distinguished relative
to each other. Such a relative distinction can be made more ab-
solute by taking into account the background of positive ions
or fixing a convention for the unit cell, either of which can
be used to distinguish the two polarization states in the SSH
chain according to whether the charge centers lie on top of
the positive ions (center of the unit cell) or not (edge of the
unit cell) 13. It is, however, important to keep in mind that the
topological distinctions in the electronic Hamiltonian (which
does not contain information about the positive ions) in these
cases are strictly relative.
2. Diagnosing BOTPs using Wannier spectrum
We now turn to a discussion of how the Wannier spectrum
can be used to diagnose BOTPs. Let us first recall some basic
facts about the Wilson loop operator. The Wilson loop opera-
torWb(k0) is a unitary operator defined by parallel transport-
ing the occupied-band projection operator from a point k0 to
13 We note that there is still an integer ambiguity in defining polarization com-
ing from the freedom to assign the electron position to any unit cell.
k0 + b along the reciprocal lattice vector b. Its eigenvalues
have the form exp{2piiνb(k⊥)}, and its eigenstates are the
hybrid Wannier functions that are localized in the direction
along the lattice vector b˜ which is dual to b, (i.e. b˜ · b = 2pi,
b˜ · k⊥ = 0) for a fixed momentum along the perpendicular
directions k⊥ [30, 31]. The dispersion of νb(k⊥) with k⊥
is known as the Wannier spectrum, and provides information
about the k⊥-resolved center of the charge along the b˜ direc-
tion. The Wannier spectrum is only defined modulo 1 which
reflects the periodicity of the lattice along b˜.
To see how boundary obstructions can be diagnosed us-
ing the Wannier spectrum, we note that since we only care
about gaps at HSPs, we can restrict ourselves to boundary ter-
minations consisting of intersections of (d − 1)-dimensional
high-symmetry hyperplanes to study a d-dimensional BOTP
(a high-symmetry surface hyperplane is one which is left in-
variant by at least one non-trivial spatial symmetry). We can
then study the surface spectrum at different surface hyper-
planes, or at the intersection of any number of such hyper-
planes. For example, in three dimensions, we can consider the
spectrum at 2D surfaces or 1D hinges lying at the intersection
of two such surfaces. In the following, we focus on boundary
obstructions accompanied by a gap-closing at a surface hyper-
plane (i.e., surface obstructions) rather than the intersection
of surface hyperplanes (i.e., hinge obstructions). For these
types of geometries, condition (ii) in our definition is equiva-
lent to the statement that any trajectory connecting the two d-
dimensional BOTPs must close the surface gap for at least one
high-symmetry surface hyperplane. The spectrum of a sur-
face hyperplane perpendicular to a lattice vector b˜ is known to
be continuously deformable to the Wannier spectrum νb(k⊥)
[37](see discussion of Sec. II C). In the following, we will
assume that such a continuous deformation between the sur-
face spectrum and the Wannier spectrum can be done without
closing the gap at the chemical potential. This can be used
to define a Wannier chemical potential µb at which the Wan-
nier spectrum νb(k⊥) is gapped. Thus, we can identify actual
surface gap-closing transitions in a surface hyperplane per-
pendicular to the vector b˜ with gap-closing transitions in the
Wannier spectrum νb(k⊥) at the WCP µb. Unless otherwise
stated, we choose a convention that the boundary termination
is consistent with the unit cell. The boundaries of the unit cell
are chosen to be at 1/2 in units of the primitive lattice vectors,
which corresponds to a Wannier chemical potential µb = 1/2
for any primitive lattice vector b˜.
The discussion above provides a recipe for diagnosing
boundary obstructions by using Wannier spectra as follows.
Given two bulk Hamiltonians and a surface termination spec-
ified by a set of WCPs µb, a boundary obstruction is estab-
lished if every trajectory connecting the two Hamiltonians in-
volves a gap closing for one of the Wannier spectra νb(k⊥) at
the WCP µb. If there is not such a Wannier gap closing then
that particular choice of surface termination does not exhibit a
boundary obstruction, but that does not preclude another dis-
tinct termination from supporting one.
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B. Band representations of BOTPs
To aim for a general classification of boundary obstructed
topological phases it is convenient to relate our discussion to
the formalism developed for topological quantum chemistry
in Refs. 29 and 36. In these works, the concept of band
representations was used to incorporate both the symmetries
and momentum space Berry-Zak phases of band Hamiltoni-
ans into a single formalism. Such band representations corre-
spond to the possible atomic limits, or Wannier representable
phases, allowed for the different space groups. We provide
a brief introduction to this formalism in Appendix C with a
focus on the concepts we apply here. When the ground state
of a Hamiltonian can be described by exponentially localized
Wannier functions, the set of Wannier functions are described
by a band representation ρk. Band representations can be de-
composed into a direct sum of elementary band representa-
tions (EBRs) that have been exhaustively classified. Energy
bands that cannot be disconnected into subsets represented
by exponentially localized Wannier functions are, to a more
strict sense, topological, though we will sometimes call ob-
structed atomic limits topologically non-trivial, in-line with a
more conventional usage. Although we are not interested in
giving a complete classification of BOTPs, here we convey
how an approach using band representations can be used to
capture boundary obstructions. An advantage to this approach
is that it is insensitive to the details of the Hamiltonian, and
any considerations using this formalism are not modified un-
der adiabatic deformations of the Hamiltonian which preserve
the symmetry and energy gap.
In our definition of BOTPs we have restricted ourselves to
phases that do not have a bulk obstruction, which implies that
all bulk phases under consideration are described by a band
representation. Equivalent band representations, for a sym-
metry group G × T d, share the same symmetry representa-
tions at high symmetry points in both momentum (Bloch ba-
sis) ΛK = ρk ↓ GK , where GK is the little group at the
Brillouin zone point K, and in real space (Wannier basis)
Λq = ρ
k ↓ Gq14 with Gq the site symmetry group of the
real space position q. For example, in the DMQI model all
four Z2 × Z2 classes that are separated by Wannier gap clos-
ings correspond to the equivalent bulk band representations.
This means that there exists a smooth, unitary, matrix-valued
function that transforms the representations of the four dif-
ferent classes into each other (we provide explicit details of
this mapping in App. C). Using the DMQI model, we have
motivated in Secs. II B and II C that adiabatic, symmetry-
preserving paths that exist between different Hamiltonians
with periodic boundary conditions can be obstructed in the
presence of a boundary. Thus, band representations that are
equivalent in periodic boundary conditions may be inequiv-
alent in the presence of a boundary. Indeed, from the real-
space analysis in Sec. II B and the Wannier band analysis in
14 Here, ↓ indicates subduction of the representation to the succeeding sub-
group.
Sec. II C, we showed that one out of the four classes of the
DMQI can be cut-off and distinguished from the other three
in the presence of open boundary conditions. In this subsec-
tion, we formally characterize this type of obstruction in the
context of band representations.
1. Wannier band representations
Consider a bulk system described by a band representation
ρk of G × T d. The bands forming the Wannier spectrum of
Wb only transform under a subgroup of the full space group
since a particular family of planes, normal to the reciprocal
vector b, is chosen in which to maximally localize the Wannier
functions. This subspace preserves a point group Gb ⊆ G,
and translations T d−1 ⊂ T d. It is natural to define the Wan-
nier band representation wb,k⊥ (WBR) by the subduction of
the band representation to the subgroup preserved by the Wan-
nier spectrum. This is exactly the subgroup preserved by the
respective (ideal) boundary normal to b, hence we have
wb,k⊥ = ρk ↓ (Gb × T d−1). (6)
Notice that k⊥ in the WBR takes values in only the d − 1
dimensional Brillouin zone transverse to b, we will however
omit the ⊥ subscript for simplicity in the notation.
Since the symmetry group of Wb is smaller than the bulk
symmetry group, the connectivity of the bulk band representa-
tion ρk is not generically preserved by the subduction. Thus,
even when ρk is a connected elementary band representation,
wb,k does not need to be. The WBR can generally be de-
composed into the direct sum of disconnected components
that correspond to distinct connected sets of Wannier bands
labelled by an index a,
wb,k =
⊕
a
wb,ka . (7)
This construction defines a notion of topological distinctions
for the Wannier bands i.e., two WBRs wb,k and w˜b,k are
equivalent if and only if they have equivalent decompositions
in terms of disconnected components wb,ka , not all of which
have to be elementary WBRs. A crucial observation is that
the subduction-decomposition does not necessarily yield the
same set of disconnected components for bulk band represen-
tations ρk that are equivalent to each other. This means that
phases that can be smoothly deformed to each other in the
bulk, and are thus equivalent from the bulk perspective, may
correspond to distinct WBRs. Indeed, as we have already seen
for the DMQI, a connected set of bulk energy bands yields a
set of two disconnected Wannier bands (separated by a gap
around ν = 0 and ν = 1/2). This set of disconnected bands
are classified by a Z2 × Z2 topological distinction, and the
WBR depends on the bulk parameters of the Hamiltonian, de-
spite descending from equivalent bulk BRs.
As we have stressed in the previous sections, closing the
gap of the Wannier spectrum does not imply closing the gap
at a boundary. This means that the topological distinctions of
WBRs encoded in (7) do not necessarily translate to boundary
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topological distinctions. To make connection to the bound-
ary spectrum, we have to also assume that the different dis-
connected components of a WBR are separated by Wannier
gaps, which is always possible. Once the different discon-
nected components of the Wannier bands are separated by
Wannier gaps, boundary topological distinctions are defined
by identifying equivalence classes of WBRs under smooth
symmetric deformations that do not close the Wannier gap at
the Wannier chemical potential µb. The determination of the
WCP corresponding to a given surface termination was de-
scribed in detail for the DMQI in Sec. II C, and for the general
case in Sec. III A. Within the band representation picture, the
WCP can be seen as an external piece of information spec-
ifying a boundary termination. This means that changes in
the WBR decomposition accompanied by Wannier gap clos-
ings away from the WCP can occur, but they correspond to the
same topological phase, and, importantly, do not differ in their
boundary signatures. Physically, such processes correspond to
mixing the boundary degrees of freedom and those deeper in
the bulk without going through a gap-closing at the physical
boundary. This provides a procedure to reduce the Wannier
topological distinctions (which correspond to Z2 × Z2 for
the DMQI) to boundary topological distinctions (which cor-
responds to Z2 in the DMQI) for a given boundary choice,
based on whether the Wannier gap closings generate an ac-
tual boundary energy gap closing or not. Two phases that are
equivalent in the bulk and on the level of surface obstructions
may still be distinguished by a higher order boundary obstruc-
tion, e.g., a hinge obstruction. Diagnosing such obstructions
requires considering higher-order Wannier spectra. The dis-
cussion is conceptually similar to the one relating Wannier
spectra to surface spectra, hence we will not provide a detailed
description of it here. We do note that there is an additional
complexity since there are now two distinct higher-order Wan-
nier spectra that correspond to a single hinge.
C. Boundary signatures
Although the notion of boundary obstruction, as we have
defined it, captures a relative distinction between phases, we
can ask whether such a relative distinction is associated with
an observable boundary signature. For example, the two
boundary obstructed phases of the DMQI differ by the exis-
tence of a filling anomaly. In the following, we will investi-
gate the possible boundary signatures (surface states or filling
anomalies) associated with boundary obstructions in a general
setting.
To this end, it is instructive to recall how boundary signa-
tures arise in standard (bulk) topological phases. Topological
phases in a free fermion system can be grouped into three cat-
egories: (i) those associated with anomalous surface states15,
(ii) those associated with a filling anomaly, or (iii) those that
15 Here, we mean surface states which exhibit spectral flow which excludes
zero-dimensional edge or corner states.
are not accompanied by surface states or filling anomalies. We
note that topological phases in (ii) can be associated with zero-
dimensional edge or corner states in the presence of particle-
hole or chiral symmetry.
Examples of (i) include common topological phases such
as Chern insulators, whereas (ii) includes, for instance, topo-
logical crystalline phases with non-vanishing charge polariza-
tion which are associated with surface charges rather than sur-
face states, e.g., an inversion-symmetric SSH chain. Case (iii)
is not associated with any boundary signature. As such, it
is much more difficult to distinguish trivial and non-trivial
phases because the relative distinction is captured only by
changes in the symmetry representations of the filled bands.
For example, we can think of two different SSH chains, each
with a single electron per unit cell, and such that the charge
center in both cases is at 0, but the orbital character is differ-
ent under inversion (e.g., s vs p orbitals corresponding to ±1
inversion eigenvalues). These two cannot be deformed to each
other without breaking inversion symmetry, but this obstruc-
tion is not associated with any topological boundary signature.
Now let us investigate possible boundary signatures asso-
ciated with boundary obstructed phases. For instance, the
DMQI represents a BOTP with a filling anomaly. We can also
easily build BOTPs with chiral or helical 1D hinge modes in
3D models, as we will show in Sec. IV. This means that,
similar to bulk topological phases, we can have BOTPs asso-
ciated with boundary states or filling anomalies. However, it
is unlikely there are any boundary obstructions that are not as-
sociated with any boundary signatures. One intuitive way to
understand this is by making a connection to the topology of
the Wannier spectrum. If a topological distinction in the Wan-
nier spectrum is only encoded in the exchange of a represen-
tation between the Wannier bands without any associated sur-
face signature, then it is likely always possible to perform this
exchange of representations by closing Wannier gaps away
from the WCP (i.e., by exchanging representations with bulk
states). In this case, a topological obstruction in the Wannier
spectrum would not translate to an actual boundary obstruc-
tion. Per this discussion, we expect that there are no boundary
obstructions that do not exhibit either boundary states or fill-
ing anomalies, but we leave a rigorous proof of such statement
to future work. In the following, we will discuss some aspects
of the boundary signatures of BOTPs in detail.
1. BOTPs with surface states
For boundary obstructions of this type, two phases are dis-
tinguished by the absence/existence of anomalous boundary
states. In these cases, isolated groups of Wannier bands, at
least in some directions, do not correspond to EBRs and can-
not be associated with a spatial position. This is reflected in
the fact that the nested Wannier spectrum shows spectral flow.
If we restrict ourselves to electronic, charge-conserving sys-
tems where chiral or particle-hole symmetries are generally
absent, this means that the only possible types of surface states
are 1D helical (class AII) or chiral (class A) hinge states.
An example of the former is provided by the “dimerized
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weak TI” [44], which can be constructed by stacking pairs
of 2D quantum spin-Hall (QSH) insulators [3] with SSH-type
coupling in the z-direction. In the presence of n-fold rotation
symmetry Cnz and mirror symmetry Mz , this model fits into
our definition of BOTP as explained in detail in Sec. IV C 2.
By tuning the ratio of the inter- vs intra-cell coupling in the
z-direction, we can induce transitions between two BOTPs
distinguished by the existence of a dangling 2D QSH at the
top and bottom surfaces, which hosts helical edge modes on
hinges parallel to the x or y directions as shown in Fig. 19.
Transitions between these two BOTPs require either closing
the gap on the top and bottom surfaces (making the dangling
2D SPTs trivial), or on the side surfaces (making the SSH
chains trivial so that we have paired SPT planes). The two
BOTPs of the model can be interchanged if we add a 2D
QSH at the top and bottom. However, the existence of a rel-
ative obstruction between them is a robust boundary feature
that persists regardless of what is added at the boundary, and
reflects the boundary obstruction between the two dimeriza-
tions. Similarly, we can construct BOTPs with chiral hinge
modes by stacking Chern insulators with opposite Chern num-
bers with dimerized couplings along the stacking direction.
This “dimerized weak Chern insulator” will be discussed in
Sec. IV C.
2. BOTPs with filling anomalies
As discussed earlier, the DMQI provides the prototypical
example of a BOTP with boundary obstructions associated
with a filling anomaly. In this case, isolated groups of Wan-
nier bands correspond to EBRs, and consequently atomic lim-
its, which may be topologically distinct when the Wannier
bands have residual symmetry. In the following, we will pro-
vide a discussion of filling anomalies associated with bound-
ary obstructions in a more general setting. Recall that a filling
anomaly is a condition that the system cannot be gapped, sym-
metric, and charge neutral at the same time. In the following,
we will assume the first two conditions are always satisfied,
and thus will identify filling anomalies with fractional charges
in excess or deficit of neutrality. However, it should be noted
that other ways to resolve the anomaly by preserving charge
neutrality and breaking either the gap or the symmetry condi-
tions are possible alternatives.
Let us start by considering a system with open bound-
ary conditions that is invariant under a crystallographic point
group G relative to a certain point in the bulk O. If we con-
sider any other point q, then its point group symmetry will
satisfy Gq ⊆ G. The action of G on this point generates a
set of symmetry-related points with |G|/|Gq| elements; this
set corresponds to a certain Wyckoff position Q of the open
system.
Let us now consider what happens when we close the
boundaries by identifying edges to obtain a torus16. For a
16 We assume here that the open system can be glued/identified into a torus
point q on the boundary which is identified with a symmetry
related point q′, the symmetry group is enlarged toG(T )q ⊃ Gq
(which still satisfies G(T )q ⊆ G). That is to say that the Wyck-
off position Q of the open system maps to a Wyckoff position
of the periodic system with larger symmetry. As a result, the
filling of q on the torus, ν(T )q , is related to its filling in the
open system νq by ν
(T )
q = νq|G(T )q |/|Gq|. From this relation-
ship we can identify filling anomalies from the reverse proce-
dure. That is, we start from a bulk/periodic, symmetric insu-
lator and we are given the fillings of all the Wyckoff positions
ν
(T )
q . Then, if we open the boundaries there will be a filling
anomaly associated to the position q if νq is fractional, i.e., if
ν
(T )
q is not divisible by |G(T )q |/|Gq|. In words, the condition
for a filling anomaly is that the filling of q in the open system
must be fractional to preserve the symmetry at the filling fixed
by the periodic symmetric insulator.
Next, let us investigate the conditions under which a filling
anomaly does not imply a bulk obstruction. For example, we
have already seen that the SSH chain has a filling anomaly and
a bulk obstruction while the DMQI has a filling anomaly, but
no bulk obstruction. Indeed, a bulk obstruction can be avoided
if ν(T )q is large enough to allow us to symmetrically deform
the electrons away from q. This is only possible if ν(T )q is a
multiple of a certain number νminq which denotes the minimal
filling of a point q on the torus at which it is possible to sym-
metrically deform the electrons away from q (and to the global
center O). Combined with the discussion above, we can now
conclude that if we start with a periodic, symmetric insula-
tor with fillings ν(T )q , then a necessary condition for a BOTP
filling anomaly is that for all q’s, ν(T )q is divisible by νminq ,
but for at least one q, ν(T )q is not divisible by |G(T )q |/|Gq|.
As a consequence, boundary filling anomalies are impossible
whenever νminq is a multiple of |G(T )q |/|Gq| for all q. As we
will see in later sections, this criteria will enable us to exclude
the existence of simple 2D boundary obstructed models be-
sides the DMQI, but will help us identify 3D BOTP models
with filling anomalies.
D. Other 2D models
In this subsection, we investigate the possibility of bound-
ary obstructions in other 2D systems apart from the DMQI.
Following the discussion of the previous section, we will only
focus on boundary obstructions associated with a boundary
signature, i.e., surface states or filling anomalies. In a 2D sys-
tem with gapped 1D edges, the only possible boundary states
are zero-dimensional, and these require chiral or particle-hole
symmetry for their protection [45]. For electronic insulators
these symmetries can generically be broken, but the result-
ing systems will still be associated with a filling anomaly that
without singular points. We will discuss the possibility of more compli-
cated open boundaries later.
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FIG. 11. (a) schematic illustration of a BOTP filling anomaly in the
2D point group D4 associated with edge charges on a square geome-
try. (b) a more complicated edge termination which allows the local-
ization of the zero modes to the corners (in the presence of an addi-
tional chiral symmetry) so that they can only be removed by closing
the gap at a high-symmetry edge.
manifests as fractional boundary charges [25]. The boundary
obstructions we seek, being deformable to the trivial atomic
limit in the bulk, do not generate filling anomalies that scale
with system length 17. Thus, we will focus on only filling
anomalies associated with 0D regions in this subsection.
Following the criteria of Sec. III C 2, we can easily find 2D
systems, apart from the DMQI, with filling anomalies asso-
ciated with boundary obstructions. For instance, consider the
system with point group symmetryD4 shown in Fig. 11a. The
Wyckoff position consisting of a generic site q on the edge of
the unit cell and its orbit under different symmetries is char-
acterized by |G(T )q | = 2 (since it lies on a mirror line on the
torus), |Gq| = 1, and νminq = 1 (this corresponds to a fill-
ing of 4 per unit cell for the corresponding Wyckoff position
Q). This means that when the filling of q on the torus is 1, it
will be associated with a filling anomaly if the boundaries are
opened such that q lies on the edges as shown in Fig. 11a.
There is, however, one problem with such an edge filling
anomaly when considered on the standard square termination.
To make this problem clear, let us consider this system in the
presence of a chiral symmetry and a gap around zero energy
such that the filling anomaly is also associated with zero en-
ergy modes localized at the corresponding Wyckoff position
on the boundary. We note that the edges are high symme-
try regions where approximate translational symmetry holds
away from the corners. Assuming translation symmetry is un-
broken just means that we cannot place the zero mode in the
middle of an edge while maintaining the condition that the
edge is gapped away from the zero mode. This means that
the requirement of gapped edges would force the zero-modes
to the corners where they annihilate. Hence, the existence of
edge-localized modes is inconsistent with the existence of a
gap at all high symmetry edges for the square termination. We
can resolve this problem by choosing a more complicated ter-
17 In bulk-obstructed phases, it is often the case that both edge-induced and
corner-induced filling anomalies arise simultaneously, giving rise to gap-
less edges, and ill-defined corner charges if we require that neutrality is
preserved.
mination shown in Fig. 11b, where the zero energy modes are
localized on the 8 corners of an octagon. In this case, all edges
are high symmetry regions, and the corner modes cannot be
removed without closing the gap at some of the edges. How-
ever, we note that a such surface termination cannot be glued
to form a torus without introducing some singular points; this
is essentially a consequence of trying to maintain C8 symme-
try, a valid symmetry for an open geometry, when gluing the
octagon to form a periodic lattice system, in which C8 is not
an allowed symmetry.
The previous example raises the questions of whether it is
possible to find a BOTP in 2D apart from the DMQI where
filling anomalies associated with corner states can be observed
for a simple surface termination. Here, by ‘simple’ we mean
that we require the surface termination to be identifiable into
a torus without singularities, and the filling anomaly is asso-
ciated with a maximal Wyckoff posititon, i.e., one which can-
not be deformed to a more symmetric position, and as such
will correspond to a corner state/charge rather than an edge
state/charge. In the following, we will show that this is im-
possible.
To start the argument, consider a point q which is a part of
a Wyckoff position Q on the torus and compare the size of its
symmetry group on the torus |G(T )q |,with the size of the corre-
sponding symmetry group on a system with open boundaries
|Gq|.Now let us apply the criteria of Sec. III C 2. The possible
symmetry groups that leave the point q invariant in 2D are the
group of n-fold rotations Cn, or the n-fold dihederal group
Dn, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. Since we are focusing on filling anoma-
lies associated with maximal Wyckoff positions, we exclude
the trivial case C1, which represents general Wyckoff posi-
tions. In addition, we only consider points q with D1 if the
corresponding mirror line does not intersect any other mirror
line, since otherwise q can be deformed to the more symmet-
ric position at the intersection of the two mirror lines, and is
therefore non-maximal. For point groups Cn or Dn, n > 1,
the point q always corresponds to a maximal Wyckoff posi-
tion.
Now, if the point group symmetry of q is Cn, then νminq =
|G(T )q | = n, which implies that a BOTP filling anomaly is im-
possible according to the criteria derived in Sec. III C 2. This
is consistent with the observation that for the point group Cn,
there is no surface termination with any high symmetry edges,
i.e., edges with residual symmetry, implying the absence of
edge obstructions, since edges without symmetry only allow
for a trivial atomic limit.
If the point group symmetry of q is Dn, then the possi-
bility of a BOTP filling anomaly depends on n. For n = 1
(when the mirror line does not intersect any other mirror line),
|G(T )q | = 2 so a filling anomaly is only possible if the edge is
chosen so that |Gq| = 1, i.e., the site symmetry group of q is
reduced in the open system. In addition, the minimum filling
to move the electrons away from q is νminq = 2 = |G(T )q |/|Gq|
(from which the two electrons can move symmetrically away
from the mirror line into the general Wyckoff position), which
means that the filling anomaly is associated with a bulk rather
than boundary obstruction (notice that this statement relies on
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FIG. 12. Schematic illustration of the action of crystallographic point
groups D2,3,4,6 on the torus built by identifying opposite edges of a
parallelogram (which is the same as the unit cell for the wallpaper
group Dn × T 2). The points with 2, 3, 4 and 6 fold symmetry are
denoted by a diamond, triangle, square and hexagon, respectively.
We can see from the figure that for D3,4,6, all points with maximal
symmetry are directly connected by mirror lines. The action of the
crystallographic point groups C2,3,4,6 are obtained from the above
picture by removing the mirror lines (double stroke) and glide mir-
ror lines (dashed stroke). The labels of the maximal Wyckoff posi-
tions are the same in Cn and Dn although their site symmetry group
changes.
our requirement that q belongs to a maximal Wyckoff position
such that it does not intersect with another mirror line).
The case n = 2 corresponds to a point q lying at the
intersection of two mirror lines such that |G(T )q | = 4 and
νminq = 2. To obtain a filling anomaly on the open sys-
tem, the boundary should be chosen such that q lies at an
edge |Gq| = 2 or a corner |Gq| = 1. The former cor-
responds to |G(T )q |/|Gq| = 2 = νminq which is associated
with a bulk filling anomaly, whereas the latter corresponds to
|G(T )q |/|Gq| = 4 which does not divide νminq and corresponds
to a BOTP filling anomaly. Thus, a BOTP filling anomaly is
possible for point group D2 at filling ν
(T )
q = 2. This is real-
ized by the DMQI discussed earlier.
For n > 2, |G(T )q | = 2n and νminq = n since we can move
n electrons away from aDn-symmetric point along the mirror
lines. This means that a BOTP filling anomaly is possible if
|Gq| = 1. This is however impossible for any symmetric edge
termination18 since all points with maximal Dn symmetry on
the torus are connected by mirror lines for n > 2 as shown
in Fig. 12, so that their symmetry group in the open system
contains at least two elements. This implies that regardless of
which point we choose to be the central high symmetry point
O in the open system, all other points with Dn symmetry on
18 A symmetric edge termination is one that preserves the symmetry Dn rel-
ative to some global originO.
the torus will lie on mirror lines, thus corresponding to points
with |Gq| = 2 in the open system.
Thus, the only 2D crystallographic point group which al-
lows for BOTPs on symmetric open boundaries that can be
glued into a non-singular torus is D2. We note that lifting the
requirement that the point group is crystallographic, or equiv-
alently that the boundary can be identified into a torus, makes
it possible to find other 2D BOTPs. Since boundary termi-
nations that can be glued to form periodic crystal lattices are
simpler to handle, and can be analyzed in momentum space
using Wannier spectra, we will focus on such types of bound-
aries in what follows. We leave the detailed study of other 2D
BOTPs to future works and move on to a proposal for new 3D
BOTPs.
IV. 3D MODELS WITH BOUNDARY OBSTRUCTIONS
A. Recipe for constructing 3D BOTPs
We now switch our attention to BOTPs in 3D. In the follow-
ing, we present a simple recipe that can be used to construct
3D models with different types of boundary obstructions. The
recipe works in analogy to the construction of the 2D DMQI
model. For that model, we took a pair of inversion symmetric
SSH chains along, say the x-direction, in each unit cell and
then coupled them with dimerized couplings, i.e., intra- and
inter-cell couplings γy and λy along the y-direction (i.e., the
stacking direction). Additionally, to generate the necessary
symmetry structure, we threaded a pi-flux per unit cell (Fig. 1).
In the limit γy = 0, λy 6= 0, there is an isolated/unpaired SSH
chain on each of the edges parallel to the x-axis that can be
in the trivial (|γx| > |λx|) or obstructed (|γx| < |λx|) atomic
limit, and thus may have an associated boundary obstruction.
This construction suggests a route to obtaining 3D BOTPs:
we start with any 2D Hamiltonian H2D(k) associated with
boundary signatures such as corner/edge charges or 1D edge
states. We then consider a pair of these Hamiltonians such that
their sum is topologically trivial and all the associated bound-
ary signatures can be removed when they are coupled. Next,
we couple these pairs via dimerized SSH-like couplings γz, λz
along the (stacking) z-direction. This arrangement guarantees
that in the limit γz = 0, λz 6= 0, there is a single isolated
copy of ±H2D(k) at the upper/lower surface when the sys-
tem is considered with open boundaries. Additionally, to en-
sure that the bulk gap is open if either H2D(k) is gapped or
|γz| 6= |λz|, we insert pi fluxes between the stacked layers (i.e.,
in the xz and yz plaquette types). The resulting 3D Hamilto-
nian is given by
H3D(k) = H2D(k)τ3+λzτ2 sin kz+(γz+λz cos kz)τ1,
(8)
where τ1,2,3 denote the Pauli matrices in the layer subspace
along z. Due to the pi fluxes, the different terms of the Hamil-
tonian anticommute which implies that it can only be gap-
less if each of the three terms separately vanish, i.e. only if
H2D(k) is gapless and |λz| = |γz|.
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FIG. 13. Generic phase diagram for H3D(k) obtained by the three
dimensional construction in Sec. IV A, where the two dimensional
HamiltonianH2D(k) is parameterized by {ξ1, ξ2}.As an illustration
we choose the 2D model to exhibit two topologically distinct phases
depending on which of ξ1 or ξ2 is the largest. Hence, H2D(k) has
a bulk gap closing transition at ξ1 = ξ2 that will subsequently lead
to a Wannier gap closing in H3D(k) in the Wz Wannier spectrum
(blue plane), which can happen at νz = 0 or νz = 1/2 as labeled
in the figure. On the other hand, the gap in the Wx and Wy Wan-
nier spectra closes when the stacks ofH2D(k) are uniformly coupled
in the stacking direction, i.e., when λz = γz (yellow plane), again
either at νx,y = 0 or νx,y = 1/2 as labeled in the figure. The in-
tersection between the two planes corresponds to a line where the
bulk gap is closed in the phase diagram. This construction yields
four phases A, B, C and D separated by Wannier gap closings. A
choice of boundary may select one of the four to be topologically
distinct from the other three (in the sense of a boundary obstruction)
when the Wannier gap closing happens at the Wannier chemical po-
tential. Here we highlighted phase D as a non-trivial boundary ob-
structed topological phase for a choice of boundary termination that
coincides with the unit cell structure, µi = 1/2.
The type of boundary obstruction in the 3D Hamiltonian
(8) depends on the type of obstruction for H2D(k) as well
as the dimension of its surface states. For the top/bottom
surfaces, H3D(k) will have a surface (hinge) obstruction if
H2D(k) has a bulk (edge) obstruction. For side surfaces,
H3D(k) will have a surface (hinge) obstruction if H2D(k)
has hinge states/charges (corner charges). The latter state-
ment can be understood by investigating the dimension of
the SPT needed to add to the side surfaces to cancel the sur-
face states/charges (remember all BOTPs are extrinsic HOTIs
whose surface states can be removed by adding a lower di-
mensional SPT on the surface). If the 2D Hamiltonian has cor-
ner charges, then it is enough to add 1D SSH chains to the ver-
tical hinges to cancel them. On the other hand, a 2D Hamilto-
nian with hinge states or charges requires the addition of a 2D
SPT on the side surfaces to cancel these states/charges. It fol-
lows from the previous discussion that H3D(k) has a surface
(hinge) obstruction if and only if H2D(k) has a bulk (edge)
obstruction with 1D (0D) edge states/charges. We note that
it is also possible to have mixed surface-hinge obstructions
where connecting two BOTPs involves either a surface gap-
closing on the upper/lower surfaces or a hinge gap-closing
on the side surfaces. This would be the case if, for exam-
ple, we take H2D(k) to be a bulk-obstructed atomic insulator
with corner charge e.g. the C4 quadrupole model. It is worth
noting that the distinction between surface and hinge types of
obstructions is only possible for boundaries consisting of sev-
eral intersecting 2D planes. On a more smooth boundary like
a sphere, such a distinction is ill-defined.
A representative phase diagram of the above construction
can be found in Fig. 13. There we consider a two dimensional
Hamiltonian parametrized by generic parameters ξ1 and ξ2.
For illustration we assume the 2D Hamiltonian admits topo-
logically nontrivial phase with boundary modes if ξ1 > ξ2, a
trivial phase when ξ1 < ξ2 and a critical point when ξ1 = ξ2.
When stacking into a three dimensional system, the bulk 3D
Hamiltonian will be gapped even when ξ1 = ξ2 as long as
there is a dimerization along z, λz 6= γz . As a function of
ξ1, ξ2, and γz/λz there is a line in the phase diagram (red
line) where the bulk is gappless. By construction, this model
allows for four adiabatically connected bulk phases, separated
by Wannier gap transitions where the Wannier spectra changes
its topology. A choice of a symmetric boundary termination
will single out one of the phases, where the Wannier gap clos-
ing happens at the WCP, (for our choice this is at νx,y = 1/2
and νz = 1/2) (c.f. Fig. 13). For this boundary termination,
which coincides with the unit cell structure, phase D is a non-
trivial boundary obstructed topological phase since λz > γz
leaving a dangling H2D(k) on the top and bottom surfaces
that is in its topologically nontrivial phase.
In the following two subsections, we will focus on models
with surface obstructions while briefly discussing an exam-
ple of a hinge obstruction. We will separately consider the
cases where the surface obstruction is associated with a filling
anomaly or anomalous boundary states.
B. 3D BOTPs with filling anomalies
In this subsection, we will discuss 3D BOTPs associated
with filling anomalies leading to fractional hinge or corner
charges. We will propose a class of models with C2nh sym-
metry n = 1, 2, 3 exhibiting surface obstructions associated
with a hinge charge. After introducing the models, we analyze
their properties using a real-space approach as well as through
the Wannier spectrum. At the end, we will briefly discuss an
example of a hinge-obstructed model with corner charge.
1. A new class of C2nh Hamiltonians
Now, let us introduce a new class of 3D models defined
for the crystallographic point groups C2nh with n = 1, 2, 3,
that have surface obstructions associated with hinge charges.
These symmetry groups are characterized by a 2n-fold rota-
tionC2nz accompanied by a mirror reflection perpendicular to
the rotation axisMz . The filling anomalies in these models do
not occur for points q where Gq = G, but instead at positions
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FIG. 14. (a,b,c) Schematic illustration of the 2D hopping Hamilto-
nians used to build the 3D quadrupole models with (a) C2, (b) C4,
and (c) C6 symmetries. The hopping parameters λ0, λx and λy are
denoted by red, green, and blue lines respectively. (d,e,f) Top view
illustration of the deformation process explained in the text between
position 1a and position nc for (d) C2, (e) C4, and (f) C6 symme-
tries.
where Gq = C2h ⊂ G.19
We build the 3D Hamiltonians in each case following the
recipe of Sec. IV A using 2D models that realize a C2n in-
sulator at filling n. The full 3D model will be a 3D BOTP at
filling of 2n. The 2D tightbinding Hamiltonians we use are
shown in Fig. 14. Each of these 2D models has several dis-
tinct atomic limit phases separated by a bulk transition: one
where all the 2n electrons are at the center of the unit cell
(with site symmetry group C2n, c.f. Fig.12 redQ); and others
where the 2n electrons are distributed in pairs to n symme-
try related edges of the unit cell (with site symmetry C2, c.f.
Fig.12 purple Q). The non-trivial obstructed atomic limit of
these models is characterized by edge charges so they can be
understood as weak 2D phases if translation symmetry in the
2D plane is preserved.
Explicitly, the C2 model is given by
19 We notice that in discussing the symmetry group of a certain Wyckoff po-
sition, we focus only on the spatial part. Other extra internal symmetries
may exist, particularly in the presence of the pi fluxes, that extend the point
group, for example, by the element 1¯ as in the DMQI.
HC22D(k) = (λx sin kx + λy sin ky)σ2
+ (λ0 + λx cos kx + λy cos ky)σ1, (9)
where σ1,2,3 denote the Pauli matrices distinguishing the two
atomic orbitals inside the unit cell. The hopping parameters
λ0,x,y are represented by the black, green, and blue links in
Fig. 14a, respectively. The spectrum of Eq.(9) is given by
ε2 = λ2 + 2λ0(λx cos kx+λy cos ky) + 2λxλy cos(kx−ky),
(10)
with the shorthand λ2 = λ20 + λ
2
x + λ
2
y . The 2D model is
gapped whenever the largest of λ0,x,y exceeds the sum of the
other two. In addition, the gapped phases at half filling corre-
spond to distinct atomic insulators with a single electron local-
ized either at the 1a, 1b, or 1c positions (cf. Fig 12) whenever
the largest λ is λ0, λx, or λy , respectively.
The 2D Hamiltonians for C4 and C6 symmetric cases can
be constructed in a straightforward way. We simply stack two
or three copies of HC22D(k) related by C4 or C6 rotations, re-
spectively. They are shown schematically in Fig. 14b,c. Let
us here explicitly show the resulting C4 model, by adding to
the C2 model a pi/2 rotated copy of itself,
HC42D(k) =
( HC22D(k) 0
0 ei
pi
4 σ1HC22D(c4k)e−i
pi
4 σ1
)
, (11)
where c4k = (ky,−kx) is the real space action of C4. This
Hamiltonian describes a 2D four-band model.
Following the recipe in Sec. IV A, let us take a pair of C2
models and stack them with dimerized couplings γz, λz along
the z-direction. Additionally, we thread a pi-flux per unit cell
in the xz and yz plaquettes. This causes the C2 and Mz sym-
metries to anticommute. As we will explain later, the anti-
commutation of the two spatial operations allows for the filled
electrons to occupy a continuously movable Q, which is nec-
essary in our construction of BOTPs (see also Sec. II B). The
resulting 3D Hamiltonian with point group C2h is given by
Eq. (8), and it satisfies the symmetry relations
MzH(k)M†z = H(mzk), Mz = σ3τ1
C2H(k)C†2 = H(c2k), C2 = σ1τ0, (12)
where mzk = (kx, ky,−kz) and c2k = (−kx,−ky, kz). The
eight-band C4h model has the symmetries
C4 = e
−ipi4
(
0 ei
pi
4 σ1
ei
pi
4 σ1 0
)
τ0, Mz =
(
σ3 0
0 σ2
)
τ1.
(13)
Here σ1,2,3 act in the space of orbitals within the same 2D
layer, whereas τ1,2,3 act in the space of orbitals in different
layers. The C6 model has a similar structure.
2. Real space picture and filling anomaly
We now explain the boundary obstruction in the models de-
scribed in the previous subsection. Similar to the discussion
of the DMQI in Sec. II B, we consider the real-space defor-
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FIG. 15. (a,b,c) local density of states at zero energy for the surface
obstructed insulators constructed by stacking the tight binding mod-
els from Fig. 14 with (a) C2, (b) C4, or (c) C6 symmetry. We can
clearly notice the existence of hinge-localized states associated with
hinge charges if we require the system to be symmetric and gapped,
or alternatively a partially filled hinge band if we require the system
to be symmetric and neutral; both phenomena are a result of the fill-
ing anomaly. (d,e,f): illustration of the 0D surface states associated
with the filling anomaly for a spherical surface termination. Such
states can only be annihilated at the high symmetry regions at the
equator or north/south poles leading to a gap-closing at these points.
mation between two distinct configurations of the electrons:
one where all electrons are at the center of the unit cell 1a
(cf. Fig.12, red Q) at the z = 0 plane, and the other with
two electrons at the edge of the unit cell 1c, 2c or 3c (nc for
shorthand) in the three different models (cf. Fig.12, purple
Q) at the z = 1/2 plane. This can be done while preserving
the symmetry by first moving the 2n electrons at 1a horizon-
tally in the z = 0 plane into nc as shown in Fig. 14; and
then moving the 2 electrons at this site vertically in opposite
directions. We could also start by first moving n electrons ver-
tically in each direction, then moving them horizontally to po-
sition nc. However, we note that the first trajectory (which in-
volves moving horizontally then vertically) will be obstructed
in the presence of side surfaces at the unit cell edge. The rea-
son is that at such side surfaces, the filling of the nc position
is 1, and thus we cannot further move the electrons vertically
while preserving the mirror symmetry in the z direction. Sim-
ilarly, the second trajectory involving vertical then horizontal
movement is not possible in the presence of the top/bottom
surfaces at the z = 1/2 plane. The reason is that the filling of
the position 1a at this surface is n (rather than 2n which is its
bulk filling). This does not allow us to symmetrically move
the electrons in the plane to position nc without breaking the
symmetry.
This discussion parallels the one of Sec. II B for the DMQI,
and it shows that in the presence of a surface termination con-
sistent with the unit cell shown in Fig. 14, it is not possible to
connect the atomic configuration where the 2n electrons are at
1a in the z = 0 plane to the one where 2 electrons are at po-
sition nc at the z = 1/2 plane, despite the fact that these two
atomic configurations are symmetrically deformable to each
other in the bulk (with periodic boundaries). We also note
that, similar to the DMQI case, the possibility of interpolating
the two atomic configurations in the bulk imposes some con-
straints on the commutation properties of the different sym-
metries, i.e.,
{C2,Mz} = 0. (14)
In Appendix B we provide a real-space argument for this re-
lation.
Let us now discuss the boundary signature for the C2nh
models which, as we will see, has the form of a hinge fill-
ing anomaly. To show this, we recall that the discussion of
Sec. III C 2 where the existence of a filling anomaly is based
on the filling of a position q on the torus ν(T )q not being divis-
ible by the ratio of the order of its site symmetry group on the
torus and in the open system |G(T )q |/|Gq|. For all the C2nh
models discussed above, the bulk filling for the nc position at
z = 1/2 in the obstructed phase is ν(T )q = 2, and its sym-
metry group on the torus is G(T )q = C2h (generated by C2z
and Mz) which has four elements, |G(T )q | = 4. For the sur-
face termination where the vertical surfaces are at the edges
of the unit cell (shown in Fig. 14a,b,c), and the horizontal sur-
faces are at z = 1/2, the sites q lying at the horizontal hinges
(see Fig. 15a,b,c) have no symmetry left. Thus |Gq| = 1 for
these points, and this implies a fractional filling of 1/2 per unit
cell.20 Notice here that we assumed approximate translational
symmetry along the hinges such that we can define a charge
per unit cell. The hinge-localized states associated with hinge
charges are shown in Fig. 15a,b,c, for the three C2nh mod-
els for n = 1, 2, 3. As mentioned earlier, we always assume
our systems are gapped everywhere, and that the symmetry is
unbroken, so that a filling anomaly implies the existence of
fractional charges in excess or deficit of neutrality. If we in-
stead preserve symmetry and charge neutrality we find instead
that the hinges are partially filled bands, and are thus gapless
in these models.
It is worth pointing out that the filling anomaly will also
manifest itself even for surfaces without any approximate
translational symmetry at the surface, e.g., a sphere. In this
case, we can understand the filling anomaly by first impos-
ing chiral symmetry and noting that we can associate the
anomaly with 2n 0D surface states at generic symmetry re-
lated points on the surface as shown in Fig. 15d,e,f. Such 0D
states can only be annihilated at the equator or the north/south
poles where a gap-closing indicates a boundary phase tran-
sition since they are high symmetry regions. Following the
discussion of Sec. II D, the filling anomaly will survive even
after breaking chiral symmetry.
20 We note that sites lying on the vertical or horizontal surfaces also have no
symmetry left relative to the origin of the open system O. However, these
sites may have approximate symmetries associated with the approximate
translational symmetry along these surfaces. This is not the case for the
hinges which do not have any spatial symmetries left.
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3. Wannier spectrum
We now turn our attention to the evolution of the Wan-
nier bands and how they encode the boundary obstructions
described in the previous subsection. We diagnose the bound-
ary obstruction by analyzing the Wannier spectrum and choos-
ing a lattice termination that coincides with the edges of the
unit cell. That is, the WCP is given by (µx, µy, µz) =
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2), which means that only gap closings of the
Wannier spectrum at these values correspond to actual bound-
ary gap closings. A phase diagram of the models is shown for
reference in Fig. 16.
C2h model— A gapped Wannier spectrum along zˆ is pos-
sible provided HC22D is in a gapped phase. This only hap-
pens when 2λM > λS (blue regions in Fig. 16), where
we defined the parameters λS = λx + λy + λ0 and λM =
max(λx, λy, λ0). On the other hand, the Wannier spectrum
along xˆ or yˆ is gapped as long as |γz| 6= |λz| (yellow plane
in Fig. 16). The bulk Hamiltonian is gapped if either con-
dition is satisfied, and is therefore only gapless in the inter-
sections of the blue region and yellow plane in the phase di-
agram. The region of intersection is marked in red. It is evi-
dent that the Wannier gap may close while preserving the bulk
gap, a necessary condition for a BOTP. We show the Wan-
nier spectra νz(kx, ky) and νx(kz, ky) in Figs. 17a and 18a.
In these figures, we can see six distinct regions with gapped
Wannier spectra separated by Wannier gap closings, as will be
explained in detail below.
Similar to the DMQI case, the different gapped phases of
theC2h model are characterized by distinct Wannier band rep-
resentations, which can be reflected in distinct values of the
nested Wannier band polarizations. Let us first notice that the
model has four quantized Wannier band polarizations: pz,x
and pz,y are quantized due to C2 symmetry, and px,z and
py,z are quantized by Mz symmetry. In our model, pz,x and
pz,y cannot be simultanuously non-zero, and px,z and py,z are
equal, leading to six distinct gapped phases (see Fig. 16). Let
us label the different phases by the maximal Wyckoff position
Q around which the Wannier centers are located, as shown
in Fig. 16b. While the electrons may be symmetrically dis-
placed from this maximal Wyckoff position in some cases,
they remain centered around Q, and both their band repre-
sentations, and Wannier band representations, are topologi-
cally equivalent to those of the phase where the electrons lie
exactly at Q. Therefore it is useful to label the phases by
such maximal Wyckoff positions. We can use the notation
(pz,x, pz,y, px,z, py,z)Q, to label the six distinct phases, which
are given by: (0, 0, 0, 0)1a, (0, 1/2, 0, 0)1b, (1/2, 0, 0, 0)1d,
(0, 0, 1/2, 1/2)1c, (0, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2)1g , (1/2, 0, 1/2, 1/2)1f .
In our model we cannot tune parameters such that the Wan-
nier centers lie at the 1e or 1h Wyckoff positions.
The Wannier transitions between the different phases can be
studied numerically leading to the phase diagram in Fig. 16a.
As we can see, all the mutual Wannier transitions between the
phases 1a, 1b, and 1d are associated with a gap-closing of the
Wannier spectrum in the z-direction at νz = 0. On the other
hand, the mutual Wannier transitions between the phases 1c,
1g, and 1f are associated with a gap-closing for the Wannier
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FIG. 16. (a) Phase diagram for the C2h model introduced in
Sec.IV B 1 with a fixed value of λ0 = 1/2. The Wannier spectrum
Wz closes at the blue regions which span the γz/λz axis in the ar-
eas marked withWz; while the Wannier spectrumWx closes at the
yellow plane at γz/λz = 1. Due to the constraints in the model,
a gap closing in Wx implies a gap closing in Wy . In the intersec-
tion between the two, the red regions, the bulk is gapless. The gapped
phases with gapped Wannier spectra are marked by the representative
maximalQ from which the Wannier band representations may be in-
duced. (b) Spatial location of the maximal Q’s compatible with the
C2h point group. With the conventional choice of Wannier chemical
potential (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), phases induced from 1f, 1g, and 1h may
be surface obstructed; from 1h they could also be hinge obstructed.
In our model we realize 1f and 1g surface obstructions.
spectrum in the z-direction but at νz = 1/2. This reflects the
fact that transitions between 1a, 1b, and 1d take place in the
z = 0 plane, whereas transitions between 1c, 1f, and 1g take
place in the z = 1/2 plane. The Wannier transitions 1a↔ 1c,
1b ↔ 1f and 1g ↔ 1d are associated with a gap-closing in
both Wannier spectra along the x and y directions occuring at
(νx, νy) = (0, 0), (0, 1/2), and (1/2, 0), respectively.
Following the previous discussion, we can see that the
phases 1f and 1g have a surface obstruction, which can
be diagnosed by px,z = py,z = 1/2 and (pz,x, pz,y) =
(0, 1/2) or (1/2, 0), respectively. They are characterized
by a quantized hinge charge of 1/2 per unit cell, at the
hinges along yˆ or xˆ respectively. A real space calcu-
lation of the low energy states is found in Fig. 15a,b,c.
As an example, in Figs. 17 and 18 we show how the
two gapped phases, 1a and 1g, which correspond to the
parameters (λ0, λx, λy, γz, λz) = (0.5, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1) and
(λ0, λx, λy, γz, λz) = (0.5, 1, 0.25, 1.5, 1) respectively, are
separated by a Wannier gap closing transition at the WCP, and
consequently a surface gap closing. We follow two distinct
paths, either by first increasing λx : 0 → 1, and then in-
creasing γz : 0.5 → 1.5, or vice versa. When increasing λx
first, the gap at the z = 1/2 surface closes in the range of
0.25 ≤ λx ≤ 0.75, (c.f. gapless νz(kx, ky) in Fig. 17 a2 and
a3). Instead, if we increase γz first we find the gap closing
at the WCP at γz = 1, (c.f. gapless νx(ky, kz) in Fig.18 b).
Thus, a surface gap-closing at the z = 1/2 or x = 1/2 surface
is unavoidable whenever we connect the 1a and 1g phases.
Finally, we comment on the Wannier band representations.
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FIG. 17. Evolution of the Wannier spectrum Wz with eigenvalues νz(kx, ky) for different values of λx in the three-dimensional boundary
obstructed models with filling anomalies and C2h, C4h and C6h symmetries. The other parameters are kept fixed at the values of λ0 = .5
and λy = .25 with λz = 1.5 and γz = 1. With gapped νx (see text), we find that varying λx allows for two gapped phases bordered by an
extended region where νz is gappless. This happens when .25 < λx < .75 where the condition 2 max(λ0, λx, λy) < (λ0 + λx + λy) is
satisfied. Panels (a1) and (a4) correspond to the gapped phases 1f and 1g in the phase diagram of Fig.16, respectively.
Q wz,Γ1 (C2) wz,X1 wz,Y1 wz,M1 wx,Γ1 (Mz) wx,Z1
1a + + + + + +
1b + + − − + +
1c + + + + + −
1d + − + − + +
1f + + − − + −
1g + − + − + −
1e + − − + + +
1h + − − + + −
× + + + − + +
× + + + − + −
TABLE I. Upper section of rows: Diagnosis of boundary obstruc-
tions through Wannier band representations in the C2h model the
model introduced in Sec. IV B 1. The left column indicates the max-
imal Wyckoff position Q that labels the phase with periodic bound-
aries. In the columns to the right we show the symmetry representa-
tions at high symmetry momenta of one of the two WBRs. They are
evaluated for C2 and Mz according to which symmetry is preserved
in the respective direction. Middle section of rows: Other possible
WBR configurations compatible with the C2h point group, but not
realized by our model. Bottom section of rows: Example of Wan-
nier symmetry indicators that are not WBRs. These may correspond
to boundary obstructed phases with anomalous surface states, where
the Wannier bands inWz are characterized by a Chern number. Ex-
amples of these type of obstructions are discussed in Sec.IV C. We
leave the value of Q blank since a Chern number precludes these
phases from being associated with a Wyckoff position. Throughout
the table, the bold lines correspond to the phases with a boundary ob-
struction when the conventional Wannier chemical potential is cho-
sen, i.e., (µx, µy, µz) = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2).
The Wannier spectrum of Wz , corresponds to the upper and
lower surfaces (which preserve C2), while the Wannier spec-
trum of Wx/y correspond to the side surfaces (which pre-
serves Mz). The WBRs corresponding to wz,k and wx/y,k
are split into two disconnected WBRs when 2λM > λS or
|γz| 6= |λz , respectively. The values that the WBRs take at
high symmetry momenta K may be used to determine the
topological phases. To determine these symmetry indicators
we induce the bulk BR’s from the maximal Q’s and subduce
them to the subgroup maintained by the respective Wannier
spectrum, as described in Sec.III B. The resulting symmetry
indicators are explicitly shown in Table I. As anticipated ear-
lier, we can see that the C2 eigenvalues for 1a/1c, 1b/1f, and
1d/1g correspond to a 2D inversion symmetric insulator with
a single electron localized at (0, 0), (0, 1/2), and (1/2, 0), re-
spectively. Similarly, The Mz eigenvalues correspond to a 2D
mirror-symmetric system where the electron is localized at the
0 or 1/2 mirror lines for 1a/1b/1d or 1c/1f/1g, respectively.
C4h model— We now look at the 8 band model with C4h
symmetry. The model differs from theC2h model in two main
aspects. First, C4 symmetry dictates that the Wannier spectra
Wx andWy are identical, hence the nested polarizations pz,x
and pz,y are equal. This means the model has only one non-
trivial phase, and this phase has hinge charge along both the
x and y directed hinges. In this phase, the occupied electrons
are distributed around the 1f and 1g positions in Fig. 16b.
Second, with four occupied electrons per unit cell, the Wan-
nier bands allow for more complicated gap-closing patterns,
as we will see below.
The analysis of the C4h model parallels the one for the
C2h model above. The model has four distinct regions of
gapped Wannier spectra characterized by the values of the two
distinct nested polarizations (pz,x, px,z) equal to (0, 0)1a1a,
(0, 1/2)1c1c, (1/2, 0)1b1d, and (1/2, 1/2)1f1g, and separated
by Wannier gap-closings. The transitions 1a1a ↔ 1c1c and
1b1d ↔ 1f1g are characterized by Wannier gap-closings at
νx = νy = 0 and νx = νy = 1/2, respectively, whereas
the transitions 1a1a ↔ 1b1d and 1c1c ↔ 1f1g are charac-
terized by Wannier gap-closings at νz = 0 and νz = 1/2,
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FIG. 18. Evolution of the Wannier spectrum Wx with eigenvalues
νx(ky, kz) for different values of λz and fixed λ0 = .5, λx = 1,
λy = .25, and λz = 1. Across these that νz is gapped, we find the
gappless transition of νx to happen when λz = 1. Panels (a) and (c)
correspond to the gapped phases 1g and 1d in the phase diagram of
Fig.16, respectively.
respectively. As a result, the 1b1d phase is a BOTP that can-
not reached from any the three other phases without closing
a gap at the boundary for our chosen boundary termination
(corresponding to a WCP µx,y,z = 1/2).
This can be seen more directly by studying the evolution
of the Wannier bands. The Wannier bands in the z-direction
calculated viaWz are shown in Fig. 17b. The four bands are
split into two groups of two bands. Akin to the C2h model,
when λM = λ0 > λS/2, the two filled bands are located
around 1a with pz,x = pz,y = 0. On the other hand, when
λM = λx,y > λS/2, the two filled bands describe one elec-
tron at 1f and one at 1g, each having pz,x = pz,y = 1/2.
In both cases, the Wannier bands form an EBR and cannot be
split further. In particular, this implies that the Wannier gap
closing when λM < λS/2 involves all four bands.
Focusing onWx, we can similarly investigate the transition
between the two distinct phases by tuning γz . Here, we find a
gap closing transition when |γz| = |λz| (c.f., Fig. 18). Unlike
Wz , the bands are split into four separate bands (four EBRs)
since the symmetries ofWx do not relate them. This follows
from the fact that, with only mirror symmetry, all non-general
Wyckoff positions have multiplicity 1. This implies that all
EBRs that are not derived from the general position are one-
dimensional. As a result, the gap closing at the WCP takes
place only between two of the four Wannier bands. This im-
plies that we can identify the different phases by looking at
the (nested) Wannier band polarization of a single band. The
phase with hinge charge is characterized by px,z = 1/2.
C6h model—We can define a model with C6h symmetry in
a very similar fashion. The 2D Hamiltonian used to construct
this model (via Eq. (8)) is schematically illustrated in the third
panel of Fig. 14. The behavior of the model is qualitatively
similar to the models above. Namely, there are two phases
distinguished by a surface obstruction as shown in Figs. 17c
and 18c. The non-trivial phase is characterized by a fractional
hinge charge per unit cell (c.f. Fig. 15c).
4. A hinge-obstructed 3D BOTP
One of the simplest 3D BOTPs we can construct is a triv-
ial dimensional extension of the DMQI. Following the recipe
of Sec. IV A, we can create a 3D BOTP by stacking pairs
DMQI’s. Since the DMQI is edge-obstructed and has cor-
ner charges, the resulting 3D BOTP has a hinge obstruction
associated with a filling anomaly which translates to a corner
charge of e/2 at each of the 8 corners.
The filling anomaly can be understood by noting the
3D model has mirror symmetries about three perpendicular
planes, i.e., Mx,My, and Mz . When considered on a torus,
i.e., with periodic boundary conditions, then there are 8 points
q with maximal symmetry |G(T )q | = 8, where the three per-
pendicular mirror planes intersect. These points correspond to
the 8 maximal Wyckoff positions of multiplicity 1. Whenever
the filling of such points is a multiple of two, we can symmet-
rically move the electrons along the intersection of any two
of the three mirror planes to reach any of the other symmetric
positions. On the other hand, with open boundaries, the site
q that lies on a corner of the open system has its site symme-
try group reduced such that |Gq| = 1. At a bulk filling of
ν
(T )
q = 4 (which is natural for a pair of DMQI’s), the sites at
the corners will have a filling of 1/2 signaling the existence
of a BOTP filling anomaly. Such a filling anomaly is asso-
ciated with a hinge rather than surface obstruction. Indeed,
this model is exactly the octupole insulator of Refs. 15 and
16, which was the first example of a 3D BOTP. Due to being
hinge-obstructed, its boundary obstruction is encoded in the
band representations of the nested Wannier bands rather than
the WBR themselves.
C. 3D BOTPs with anomalous surface states
In the previous section, we discussed models with bound-
ary obstructions associated with filling anomalies. Here, we
construct two models with anomalous boundary states due to
a surface obstruction: the dimerized weak Chern insulator and
the dimerized weak TI. Both of these models are constructed
using the recipe of Sec. IV A.
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FIG. 19. Three dimensional boundary obstructed phases without a
Wannier representation: dimerized weak Chern insulator protected
by MzT and C2z (top panel), and the dimerized weak Topolog-
ical insulator protected by both Mz , T , and C2z (bottom panel).
Left: Scheme of the model where the arrows indicate chiral one-
dimensional modes that can be gapped by a coupling along z. In the
two nontrivial cases, either a 2D Chern insulator or a 2D topological
insulator is left unpaired at the surface. Center: Energy spectrum of a
system with translation symmetry along y but finite along both x and
z. The ingap states are located at the top and bottom hinges. We have
marked in black the band that is exponentially localized at one hinge.
Right: illustration of the 1D surface states on a spherical surface ter-
mination. The equator and north/south pole are invariant under Mz
and C2z , respectively. The 1D surface states can only be symmet-
rically removed by closing the gaps at one of these high symmetry
regions.
1. Dimerized weak Chern insulator
In the first model we consider a stack of pairs of Chern in-
sulators with opposite Chern number related by a combination
of time-reversal symmetry and Mz symmetry. The pairs are
coupled with a dimerized SSH coupling along the z-direction
and there is pi-flux threaded in the xz and yz plaquettes. In
addition, we also assume the presence of two-fold rotation
around the z-axis C2z . The 3D Hamiltonian is given by (8)
where
H2D(k) = sin kxσ1 + sin kyσ2
+ (2 +m− cos kx − cos ky)σ3. (15)
H2D has a Chern number of 0 for |2+m| > 2 and sgn(2+m)
for |2+m| < 2. Let us assume in the following discussion that
|m| < 2 so that the Chern number is just determined by the
sign of m. The 3D Hamiltonian is invariant under the prod-
uct MzT = σ1τ1K, withK denoting complex conjugation, as
well as C2z = σ3. With open boundaries coinciding with the
boundary of the unit cell, the model hosts two dangling 2D
Chern insulators with opposite Chern numbers at the top and
bottom layers when |γz| < |λz|. Changing the sign of m in-
duces a gap closing in the top and bottom surfaces, signaled by
a closing the Wannier gap along the z-direction (c.f. Fig. 20a).
If, on the other hand, m is kept negative, and γz is tuned
through a point where |γz| = |λz|, the Wannier gaps along the
x and y directions close (c.f. Fig. 20b). This model exhibits
a boundary obstruction separating the gapped phase with pa-
rameters (|γz| > |λz|,m < 0) from (|γz| < |λz|,m ≶ 0) and
(|γz| ≶ |λz|,m > 0).
An interesting aspect of this model is that the Wannier ob-
struction forWz has a different origin fromWx andWy . In
the Wannier spectrum of Wz , the obstruction is associated
with a non-zero Chern number, i.e., the Wannier bands do not
separately form WBRs, as illustrated by the non-trivial spec-
tral flow of the nested Wannier spectrum as shown in Fig. 21a
and e. On the other hand, the Wannier obstruction in Wx or
Wy is associated with changes in the nested Wannier band po-
larization between values of 0 and 1/2 as shown in Fig. 21c, d,
g, and h. There we can see that the average value of p is either
0 or 1/2. These distinct values are evidence that the Wannier
bands in Fig. 20d and f are distinct WBRs, characterized by
different eigenvalues of Mz at high symmetry momenta (c.f.
Table I, bottom row).
It is important to highlight the role played by the C2z sym-
metry here. Although it is not needed as a traditional protect-
ing symmetry for the Wannier topology, it is crucial to sin-
gle out the upper and lower surfaces as high symmetry planes
where Wannier gap-closings imply a surface phase transition.
Similar to the discussion of Sec. III A, this can be illustrated
by considering a spherical geometry as shown in Fig. 19c. Un-
der MzT alone, only the equator is a high symmetry region,
and we are generally allowed to smoothly deform the chiral
hinge modes by shrinking them to a point without touching
the equator. In the presence of C2z , however, the north and
south poles become HSPs where surface gap-closings indicate
a surface phase transition per our definition. Note that allow-
ing for distinctions captured by gap-closings at generic, non-
HSPs will generate the same spurious, uncountable bound-
ary distinctions as those discussed in Sec. III A. We also note
that C2z symmetry is convenient in diagnosing the boundary
obstruction in terms of symmetry eigenvalues for the WBRs.
The configuration of C2 eigenvalues for a nontrivial Wannier
band is shown in Table I.
2. Dimerized weak quantum spin Hall insulator
Similar to the dimerized weak Chern insulator, the dimer-
ized weak quantum spin Hall insulator is constructed by stack-
ing 2D quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators with a dimerized
coupling along zˆ (with pi-fluxes inserted in the xz and yz pla-
quettes). A minimal Hamiltonian for the QSH insulator is pro-
vided by the four-band model [3]
H2D(k) = sin kxσ1µ0 + sin kyσ2µ0
+ (2 +m− cos kx − cos ky)σ3µ2. (16)
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FIG. 20. Evolution of theWz (a-c) andWx (d-f) Wannier spectra of
the dimerized weak Chern insulator model for different values of m
and λz with fixed γz = 1. Entering the phase with m = −0.5 and
λz = 1.5 requires a Wannier gap closing at ν = 1/2 both when tun-
ing m or λz . This phase is therefore separated by a boundary phase
transition for a boundary with the conventional Wannier chemical
potential µx,y,z = 1/2.
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FIG. 21. Nested polarization pz,x(ky) and px,z(ky) for different val-
ues of m and λz with fixed γz = 1 in the dimerized weak Chern in-
sulator (a-d) and weak quantum spin-Hall insulator (e-h). The phase
with m = −0.5 and λz = 1.5 (a,e) is characterized by a winding
of the nested polarization which indicates that the Wannier bands in
Wz do not form band representations and are associated with hinge
modes. On the other hand, px,z(ky) is gapped with a different aver-
age value in the two phases, either 0 (c,g) or 1/2 (d,h), reflecting the
fact thatWx decomposes into distinct Wannier band representations.
Here, σ and µ denote the Pauli matrices in the spin and or-
bital spaces respectively. The Hamiltonian is invariant under
the spinful time-reversal symmetry T = iσ2K and C2z = σ3.
Again, we obtain the 3D Hamiltonian from Eq. (8), and this
results in a Hamiltonian with an extra mirror symmetry given
by Mz = σ3µ3τ1. The Wannier spectra of the model are very
similar to the weak Chern insulator since this model is just two
time-reversed copies of the Chern insulator model. Thus, we
see a Wannier transition at the WCP inWz when |λz| > |γz|,
and m = 0; as well as a Wannier transition at the WCP inWx
and Wy when m < 0 but |γz| = |λz|. However, in contrast
to the dimerized weak Chern insulator, this model has four
filled bands. Each of the Wannier bands is two-fold degener-
ate at time-reversal invariant momenta, and the additional C2
symmetry causes this degeneracy to appear across the entire
surface Brillouin zone.
The nested Wannier spectra of this model are shown in
Fig. 21. We note that νz,x(ky) resembles that of the spectral
flow in a quantum spin Hall insulator. Two Wannier bands
flow in opposite directions, crossing at ky = 0 and pi where
the degeneracy cannot be lifted due to Kramers’ theorem.
This nested Wannier winding captures the dangling QSH at
the upper and lower surfaces. On the other hand, νx,z(ky) in
the nontrivial phase shows two bands related by time-reversal
symmetry, each with average polarization of 1/2. Although
the total polarization vanishes, the polarization for each com-
ponent of the Kramers’ pair does not, and it is such a quan-
tized (time-reversal) polarization [46] that captures the Wan-
nier transition in νx(ky, kz). In general one could use a de-
scription of the time-reversal polarization in terms of a Pfaf-
fian invariant[46] but we will not pursue that further here. In
this case the Wannier transition resembles the transition in a
spinful SSH chain with time-reversal and inversion symmetry
where the edge anomaly is associated with Kramers’ pairs of
electrons rather than an individual electron.
In summary, both the dimerized weak Chern model and
the dimerized weak quantum spin-Hall model exhibit one-
dimensional propagating hinge states that can be removed
without closing the bulk gap. However, removing the hinge
states requires closing the energy gap at for at least one high-
symmetry surface. These systems only admit a Wannier repre-
sentation for periodic boundaries but not for open boundaries.
This serves to illustrate that boundary obstructions are not re-
stricted to Wannier representable systems.
V. DISCUSSION
In this work, we introduced the notion of boundary topolog-
ical obstructions that captures topological obstructions which
do not exist on periodic boundaries, but exist on geometries
with symmetric open boundaries. In more precise terms, we
call two HamiltoniansH1 andH2 boundary-obstructed if they
can be symmetrically deformed to each other without clos-
ing the gap for periodic boundary conditions, but not for open
boundary conditions which preserve the symmetries. Another
way to formulate this is by saying that any symmetric defor-
mation ofH1 toH2 involves a gap-closing at a high-symmetry
region on the boundary rather than the bulk, as in the case of
conventional SPTs. We stress that our definition of boundary
obstructions captures a bulk property, and excludes the cases
where a non-trivial lower-dimensional SPT is attached at the
boundary of a trivial bulk system.
One important subtlety in defining boundary obstructions
is the requirement that the boundary choice is fixed through-
out the deformation process such that the two Hamiltonians
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are compared with the same boundary. This, in turn, relies on
the existence of a canonical way to choose open boundary ter-
minations that is independent of the bulk Hamiltonian. There
are several ways to do this, and here we chose the termination
procedure described by Eq. 5, and inspired by Ref. [37]. Such
a choice has the advantage of connecting the boundary spec-
trum to easily computable bulk quantities such as the Wan-
nier and entanglement spectra. The topological obstructions
studied in this work are all associated with robust boundary
signatures such as surface states or filling anomalies, thus we
believe them to be independent of the chosen way to imple-
ment the boundary termination. We emphasize that, although
BOTPs can be trivialized by adding some SPTs on the bound-
ary, the relative distinctions between them is stable provided
that the boundary is fixed throughout the deformation process.
This is similar to the relative distinction that exists in the 1D
SSH chain with quantized charge polarization.
For most of this work, we focused on boundary obstructions
in d-dimensional system that are associated with a gap-closing
at a (d− 1)-dimensional surface hyperplane, i.e., an edge ob-
struction in 2D, or a surface obstruction in 3D. Such obstruc-
tions can be analyzed by investigating the Wannier spectrum
for the Wilson loop operator in the direction perpendicular to
the surface hyperplane. We also employed the formalism of
band representations developed in Refs. [29, 35, 36] to show
how a bulk BR decomposes into a set of Wannier band repre-
sentations separated by Wannier gaps. Importantly, BRs that
are equivalent in the bulk can decompose into different WBRs
that cannot be deformed to each other without closing one of
the Wannier gaps. This defines a notion of topological dis-
tinctions in the Wannier spectrum. To relate this to surface
obstructions, a surface termination is chosen. Such a choice
picks one particular Wannier gap (marked by a Wannier chem-
ical potential) to be the one corresponding to the actual surface
gap. Surface obstructed topological phases are then defined
as equivalence classes of bulk BRs which are equivalent as
bulk BRs, but correspond to distinct WBRs that cannot be de-
formed to each other without closing the Wannier gap at the
WCP for some surface.
In Sec. II, we used the double-mirror quadrupole insula-
tor (DMQI) of Ref. [15, 16] as a prototypical example to il-
lustrate the notion of BOTPs. Although this model has been
intensively studied as one of the first examples of a HOTI,
one crucial aspect of it had so far been overlooked. Namely,
the fact that in the absence of C4 symmetry, the two ‘phases’
of the model are not SPTs in the standard sense since they
can be deformed to each without closing the bulk gap in pe-
riodic boundary conditions. Using the notion of BOTP, we
provide a resolution to this problem by showing that such
‘phases’ are related by a boundary rather than bulk obstruc-
tion. This was investigated in detail from several different
perspectives including real space orbital deformations, Wan-
nier spectra, and symmetry representations. The latter was
particularly useful in establishing the connection between the
boundary obstruction in the model and the existence of a fill-
ing anomaly. Indeed the existence of a filling anomaly al-
lows for a topological boundary signature that does not rely on
the existence of zero-energy corner states (which, for insula-
tors, typically require fine-tuned symmetries such as particle-
hole or chiral symmetry). Instead, it reflects the fact that the
model, when filled with electrons to neutrality, cannot be si-
multanuously gapped, symmetric and charge-neutral. Thus, a
symmetric, gapped DMQI at half-filling will necessarily have
excess/deficit charge of 2e equally distibuted among the four
corners yielding a fractional corner charge of e/2.
In Sec. IV, we introduced several 3D models for BOTPs.
The first family of such BOTPs have similar phenomenology
to the DMQI and exhibit surface obstructions. The non-trivial
BOTPs in this family are associated with filling anomalies
similar to the one in the DMQI, and they manifest in fractional
hinge charge (per unit cell) when the system is symmetric and
gapped at half-filling. In addition, we introduced a second
family of BOTPs characterized with chiral/helical propagat-
ing hinge modes. In both cases, the existence of a bound-
ary obstruction is established explicitly by studying the Wan-
nier spectra and the symmetry indicators of the corresponding
WBRs.
Before closing, let us discuss the possible extension of the
concepts discussed here beyond free fermions. We note that
the existence of chiral/helical hinge states or filling anomalies
are robust features that are expected to survive in the presence
of interactions. Thus, we expect the boundary topological dis-
tinctions we found here to still be relevant for interacting sys-
tems. On the other hand, defining boundary obstructions is
likely more tricky for interacting phases since it requires the
implementation of a surface termination in a canonical way
which does not depend on the bulk phase. It is unclear whether
this is generally possible which makes it difficult to decide
what it means to “keep the boundary fixed,” or to compare two
phases with the “same boundary.” We leave the investigation
of such questions to future works.
Finally, it is worth stressing that, unlike SPTs, the surface
theories for BOTPs are not anomalous, i.e., they can be re-
alized as an independent lower dimensional system without
breaking any symmetry. However, the fact that their prop-
erties are generated by the bulk introduces some subtleties
compared to stand-alone lower dimensional systems. These
include the fact that the topological properties of different
surfaces are not completely independent (since they derive
from the same bulk), and that some topological obstructions
can be evaded by coupling to the bulk degrees of freedom
(cf. Sec. III C).
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Appendix A: Character table of Dpi2
Rep. / class {1} {1¯} {MxMy} {My} {Mx}
A1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 -1 -1
B1 1 1 -1 1 -1
B2 1 1 -1 -1 1
E¯ 2 -2 0 0 0
TABLE II. Character table of the point groupDpi2 defined in the main
text.
Appendix B: Real Space Proof of Anti-commuting Symmetries
1. Anticommuting Mirrors in the 2D DMQI
We now show that in order to carry out the deformation
between the configurations at 1a and 1d in the DMQI, it is
necessary that the two mirror operators anticommute. This is
suggested by the fact that the two configurations actually cor-
respond to different symmetry representations for commuting
mirrors, but the same symmetry representation for anticom-
muting mirrors (E¯). We will see that the anticommuting mir-
rors can be inferred from the real space picture in Fig. 3. Let
us start with the orbitals at position 1a and then move them
horizontally using position 2e into position 1c. The two or-
bitals in position 2e are related by mirror symmetry Mx and
have the form |(±x, 0)〉, where |r〉 denotes an orbital local-
ized at point r. In this basis, Mx is off-diagonal and acts gen-
erally as Mx |(±x, 0)〉 = e±iφ |(∓x, 0)〉 (with some arbitrary
phase φ), leading to the eigenvectors |(+x, 0)〉±eiφ |(−x, 0)〉
whose eigenvalues are±1 respectively. Since these orbitals lie
on the y = 0 mirror line, they are eigenvectors of My . Next,
to bring these orbitals to position 1d, we move them verti-
cally using position 2h. In this position, the action of My is
off-diagonal, thus, following the same argument as for Mx,
we can deduce that it has two distinct eigenvalues +1 and
−1. Since the symmetry eigenvalues cannot change under
smooth, symmetry-preserving deformations, we deduce that
My = ±σ3 in the 2e basis. In the same basis, we showed that
Mx = σ1 exp{iφσ3}, which in turn implies {Mx,My} = 0.
Since anticommutation is basis-independent, we deduce that
connecting the 1a and 1d positions at a filling of two elec-
trons per cell requires Mx and My to anticommute. We note
that the connection of mirror anticommutation in the DMQI
model to important quadrupole properties was proposed in
Refs. [15, 16] based on a study of the Wannier spectrum.
2. Anticommuting C2 and Mz for 3D C2nh Models
To show that C2 and Mz anticommute for the C2nh mod-
els that we discuss in Section IV B 1, we note that in order to
occupy a movable Wyckoff postion that interpolates between
1a and nc in the Mz invariant planes, the Wannier centers
permute into each other under the action of C2n. This im-
plies the eigenvalues of the C2n operator must span all the 2n
roots of unity epiil/n with l = 0, . . . , 2n − 1. Similarly, to
occupy a vertically movable Wyckoff position at C2 invariant
lines, the eigenvalues of Mz should be ±1 since its action is
a permutation of the two sites in this position. Noting that the
two electrons at position nc originate from electrons which
have moved away from the center 1a in diametrically oppo-
site directions, and are thus related by C2, we find that the
requirement of deformability in the vertical direction forces
any pair of C2-related orbitals to have opposite mirror eigen-
values. Thus, in a basis where the mirror symmetry Mz is di-
agonal, C2 is purely off-diagonal and it switches the positive
and negative mirror sectors which implies the anticommuta-
tion condition
C2MzC
†
2 = −Mz. (B1)
This discussion is very similar to the one for the DMQI above.
Appendix C: Band representations and movable Wyckoff
positions
We now review the construction of a band representations
(BRs) following Refs.[29, 36]. We consider an orthogonal set
of localized Wannier states |R; qα, i〉 where R is a Bravais
lattice vector, with a spatial dependence
〈r |R; qα, i〉 = Wα,i(r −R) (C1)
centered at qα. A state at q1 transforms under the representa-
tion Λq1 of the site symmetry group Gq ⊆ G, where G is the
full symmetry group, and we omit the subscript on q because
the Gq are isomorphic for each qα. The transformation of the
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Wannier orbitals is
g |R; q1, i〉 = Λq1(g)ij |R; q1, j〉 , (C2)
for g ∈ Gq . The index i runs through the dimension of the
representation Λq1 which from now on we omit, adopting a
vector notion of |R; qα〉. The sum over repeated indices is
also implicit. The action of additional lattice symmetries that
do not leave q1 invariant may be found under the action of
the elements of the coset G/Gq , leading to the formation of
a Wyckoff position Q, whose different sites are labelled by
α = 1, ..., NQ where NQ is the multiplicity of the Wyckoff
position. Since the action of G/Gq on the Wyckoff position
Q is free and transitive, we can define gα as the group element
that satisfies gα |R; q1〉 = |R; qα〉 . Hence, we can write the
representation of the full Wyckoff position Q induced from
the representation at q1 as ΛQ = Λq1 ↑ G of the point group
G21,
g |R; qα〉 = ΛQ(g)αβ |gR; qβ〉 ≡ Λq1(g−1β ggα) |gR; qβ〉 ,
(C3)
for any element g ∈ G. This point group representation ΛQ
is used in the main text to label the states. In the DMQI with
open boundaries the G representation is Λ2a = E¯ at high
symmetry lines and Λ4c = E ⊗ E¯ for the general Wyckoff
position.
Adding translations to form the (symmorphic) space sym-
metry group G(T ) = G × T d, we can choose a basis where
the point group operations act on a single unit cell, because
we can translate the transformed states back into the original
unit cell with Tαβ ,
g |R; qα〉 = Λq1(g−1β T−1βα ggα) |gR+Rβα; qβ〉 , (C4)
where Rβα = gqα − qβ is the lattice vector that connects
the two sites. Having lattice translation symmetry it is natu-
ral to write the representation of the symmetry group G(T )
as a function of crystal momentum. This can be done by
first Fourier transforming the Wannier states into Bloch states
|k; qα〉 =
∑
µ exp{ik ·R} |R; qα〉 . The Hamiltonian in this
basis is given by,
H(k) = Eα,i(k) |k; qα, i〉 〈k; qα, i| , (C5)
where Eα,i(k) are the band energies. The BR induced from
the Gq representation Λq1 ,
g |k; qα〉 = ρkΛQ(g)βα |gk; qβ〉 , (C6)
can be computed explicitly from
ρkΛQ(g)βα = exp{−igk ·Rβα}ΛQ(g−1β T−1βα ggα), (C7)
and fully describes the symmetry content and the momentum
space Berry-Zak phases of the bands of the HamiltonianH.
21 The notation ↑ indicates the induced representation
Two representations ρ and ρ˜ are equivalent if and only if
there is a unitary and smooth matrix-valued function S(t, g)
respecting S(0, g) = ρ(g) and S(1, g) = ρ˜(g) for all sym-
metry group elements g. In a crystalline system, the uni-
tary matrix that generates these changes S(t, g) = U(t −
t′, g)†S(t′, g)U(t − t′, g), continuously implements a basis
transformation of ρ. As discussed in Ref. [47], when ρ is an
induced representation from a point q into G, and ρ˜ is an in-
duced representation from a different site q′, the S matrices
can be explicitly constructed by inducing a family of repre-
sentations from intermediate sites q′′ that continuously inter-
polate between q and q′. A Wyckoff position Q′′ with con-
tinuously tunable sites q′′ is called movable or non-maximal
when it can continuously preserve Gq′′ .
This structure is the mathematical background for the pic-
tures presented in the main text: S(t, g) is the induced repre-
sentation from the states located at q′′ in a path that connects
q and q′, and guarantees there exists a gapped, symmetry-
preserving path between the different Wannier configurations
located at q and q′. We can try to directly find the unitary
transformationU(1, g) that transforms ρ(g) into ρ˜(g). If ρ and
ρ˜ are band representations, labelled by k, this implies finding
a unitary matrix that is periodic in k and satisfies
ρk(g) = U†gk(1, g)ρ˜
k(g)Uk(1, g) (C8)
for all g and k. While we have argued that all representations
along a movable path are equivalent, the Wannier states |R; q〉
and |R; q′〉 are generally different. Additionally, the Hamil-
tonian itself is not generally left invariant by these transfor-
mations, and the path is implemented by varying the Hamilto-
nian parameters. However, in some cases two different points
along the path may simply correspond to a basis transforma-
tion. In these cases Uk leaves the Hamiltonian invariant. This
is relevant for the DMQI example, where the mirror operators
anticommute, and the Wannier states can be either at the 2e
or the 2g depending on which Mx or My we choose to act
diagonally. Thus, whether we draw the Wannier functions in
2e or 2g is a choice of basis (at least when periodic boundary
conditions are chosen).
Appendix D: Bulk band representation of the DMQI model
In this work we claim that the existence of the adiabatic
path S(t, g) can be affected by the presence of a boundary.
That is, a boundary can disconnect phases that are topologi-
cally equivalent on a torus. This is depicted in the main text
by showing how the adiabatic path between different Wyckoff
positions is obstructed in the presence of a boundary. But this
fact is not surprising: the symmetry group of the system with
open boundaries G is different from the symmetry group with
periodic boundariesG(T ), and consequently different obstruc-
tions may arise. Although counter intuitive, such obstructions
emerge from connected band representations becoming dis-
connected in a nontrivial fashion.
For the reasons discussed in this Appendix, a boundary ob-
structed phase cannot be captured by any bulk quantity that
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preserves G(T ). However, we have discussed at great length
in the main text that it can be diagnosed if a property of in-
terest (effectively) reduces G(T ) to a subgroup. We have used
two methods to accomplish this: either by opening the bound-
aries (Sec. II B), or calculating the Wannier spectrum (Sec.
II C). Other approaches, such as calculating the entanglement
spectrum may be found in Ref.[18].
Now we show explicitly that with periodic boundaries there
are no distinct topological phases in the DMQI model. The
two filled bands are described by a band representation ρk
which may be induced from any of the four continuously mov-
able Wyckoff positions 2e, 2f, 2g, and 2h of multiplicity
two, displaced from the maximal Wyckoff positions by a dis-
tance δ. The site symmetry group at these Wyckoff positions
is Cpi2 generated by 1¯ and a remaining mirror symmetry M .
In the presence of translation symmetry the occupied states
in each unit cell transform under a two dimensional repre-
sentation of E¯. In the case of 2e, these states are explicitly
|R; (±δ, 0)〉.
We now prove that all Wannier configurations in the DMQI
are topologically equivalent. Since the maximal Wyckoff po-
sitions are reached for δ = 0 or δ = 1/2, we need only to
show that band representations induced from all four two-
dimensional Wyckoff positions are unitarily equivalent. First,
we immediately see that, because of the pi flux, ρk(1¯) = −1
for all Wyckoff positions. We are left to relate ρk(Mx) and
ρk(My). Let us first compare 2e and 2g. Inducing the BR
from 2e, we find ρk
E¯,2e
(Mx)=σ1 and ρkE¯,2e(My)=σ3 which
are both momentum independent. On the other hand, inducing
it from 2g we find ρk
E¯,2g
(Mx) = σ3 and ρkE¯,2g(Mx) = σ1. It
follows that we can relate these two BRs using a momentum-
independent transformation Uk(1,Mx)=exp{−ipiσ2/4} and
Uk(1,My)=exp{+ipiσ2/4}.
Next we can compare the band representations induced
from 2e and 2f located at two parallel high symmetry lines.
Inducing a representation from 2f we find that ρk
E¯,2f
(Mx) =
σ1 and ρkE¯,2f (My) = exp(iky)σ3. The unitary transformation
that relates the 2e and 2f is
Uk(1,My) =
1
2
(
1 + exp(iky) 1− exp(iky)
1− exp(iky) 1 + exp(iky)
)
. (D1)
Interestingly we see that with a unitary transformation that
depends (at most) only on ky , we are able to connect all four
maximal Wyckoff positions. This reflects the fact it is suffi-
cient to have periodicity along only one direction in order to
lift any boundary obstruction. A similar matrix that was only
kx dependent could also be used.
To emphasize this point we can deduce that there are uni-
tary transformations that act on the DMQI Hamiltonian (1)
and change the nested Wannier spectra eigenvalues in either
direction. They take the simple diagonal forms
Uxk = diag(exp(ikx), 1, 1, exp(ikx)),
Uyk = diag(1, exp(iky), 1, exp(iky)), (D2)
whereUxk changes the nested polarizations py,x → py,x+1/2,
and Uyk takes px,y → px,y + 1/2.
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